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Connect ·cit College,
1

New London, Conn.

J

I .

~l

1

E, THE CLASS OF 1
54.
affectionately dedicate our yearbook
to Miss Bernice Wheele . in ~eep appreciation for the knowledge
and inspiration she has i parted to us. In her position as Instructor
and Housefellow, she ha stimulated our interest in the world in
which we live and has lnade us aware of the responsibility we
all share in our college comm~nity. The seriousness of purpose and
wholehearted enthusiasm with
hich she has undertaken her work has
been a steady encouragement t us. Her genuine cheerfulness, her sympathetic understanding of our I/'oblems. and her spontaneous sense of
humor have made her a good dmnselor and an ideal Housefellow. Her
friendship will remain one of tHe warmest and most valuable memories
of our college years.

W

THIS
N
VOLUME OF KaINE the Class of 1954 has recorded its
achievements and has given a picture of the College and its world
during the years from 1950 to 1954. These years were important ones
for the Class and for the College. The Class moves out now into a
new world of increased responsibility and varied opportunity. The
College will watch its progress with pleasure. confident in its success.
And we hope that the College will seem to the Class as the years elapse.
not just a haven of pleasant memories but a continuing source of enlightenment and insight. so that as a Class you will look back on us not only
with nostalgia but with gratitude. Our belief in your success comes from
our knowledge of you. and your confidence in us in the future as in the
past will come from your affectionate association with us. of which this

I

volume is the intimate record.

ROSEMARY

PARK.

President

Faculty and

Administration ...

~
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----~

..

E. Alverna Burdick.
Dean of Students

M. Robert Cobbledtck,
Dean of Admissions

Gertrude E. Noyes,
Dean of f resllmen.

Catherine

Oakes.

Dean. of Sopfwmores

110W,

[\'IANA

[\11 • NC"I~rl,

, 10 R.. Milt

INFOR IAn N
1'-1rt. Unklcltcr

EAN'S A

ISTANT. Mill Holcombe

R. Allen 11 Lnmlxlin

utuenu. ;"1iu Rnlllitly

PUIlLI

IlELA110N

!VIiS! Boynlbn

BURSAR'S OFFICE: L. to R., Row I......
Mrs. Cruise,
Young (Bursar). Mrs. Hermes: Row 2......
Mrs. Yanke, Mrs. Cl
Miss Fisher, Mrs. Verseput. Miss Cilley.

0\
INFIRMARY:

L. to R., Miss Hull. Mrs. Roberts, Miss Thumm,

Dr. Warnshuis,

LIBRARY: Miss Johnson, Head Librarian.

Mrs. Phillips, Mrs. Hatfield, Miss Fraser.

ESIDENCE;
L. to R., Row I......
Miss Harris (Director), Mrs.
Row 2-Miss Desmond, Miss Mistcrly, Miss Warren,
Mrs. Darrah.

SPANISH DEPARTMENT
L.

10

R..

Scated-Miss

Standing .....Miss
Curtis,

Mr.

Biaggi.
Centeno

Mr. Kolb.
(C1wirmon).

RELIGION DEPARTMENT
Dr. Laubenstein.

GERMAN DEPARTMENT,
L. to R. Miss von Wymetel.
(Chairman).

Miss

Hafkeshrink

RUSSIAN DEPARTMENT,
Mr. and Mrs. Kasem-beg.

FRENCH DEPARTMENT,
L.

10

Miss

R.. Mr. Jones,
Monaco,

Mr. Chadbourne

(Chairman).

Miss Cary,

Mr. Leblon, Mr. Bieber.

CLASSIC

DEPARTMENT
iss Evans

L. to R.. Mrs.

Dirlam,

Miss

Snider,

HISTORY DEPARTMENT,
Mr. Haines,
Miss Roach
(Chairman),
Miss Mulvey, Mr. Weaver.

Mr.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT,
L. to R.. Mr. Galant. Miss Dilley (Chairman),
Mr. Lockard.

Cranz.

SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT,
!'vIr. Record. Mrs. Lee (Chainnan).

PSYCHOLOGY
Applezwcig,

Mr.

DEPARTMENT:
Applezwetg

L.

(Chairman).

10

R.. Silling.....Mr. Fooh.

Miss Wmte-bonom.

Standing,.-Mr. Thomas. Mr. Moeller. Mr. Lutcll.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT:
Mrs. Leslie.

L.

to

R. Mr. Quimby

Miss Jacynowicz.

MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT
Miss

Bower

(Chairman),
Ferguson.

Mrs.

(Chairman),

Miss Rapp,

L.

Quimby,

to

Mr.

R.
Mr.

Dale.

Miss Alter.

Miss

Mrs.
Torrey.

HOME
Miss

L

ECONOMICS

Burdett.

DEPARTMENT,

Miss Jensen.
Miss Warner.

;/Yliss Chaney
Miss Weaver:

L to R.
(Chairman),

SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY,
to R.. Mrs. Wessel (Chairman),
Miss

Sullivan.

ART DEPARTh1ENT:
Hanson,

PHILOSOPHY AND EDUCATION DEPARTMEN
L 10 R.. Mr. Morris (Chairman of Philosophy),
Mack

Mr. Smith

(Educalion

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT,
L. to R, Mr. Baird. Miss Noyes,
Miss T uve, Mr. Smyser,
Mr. Strider, Miss Bethurum

(Cllllirman),

Mr. Fussell,

Mrs. Jarrell,

Miss Oakes,

Miss Aiken. Mrs. Ray.
Missing: Mrs. Smysen
Miss Hazlewood.

and

Chairman).

Mr.

Logan

L. to R.. Mr. Mayhew, Min
(Chairman),
Mrs. Logan.

,
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT
L.

to

R..

Mrs.

Christiansen.

Mr.

Carney,

Mrs.

•

~onard.

Brown (Chairman).
Johnston.
'

.
Mr.

Miss
......

ZOOLOGY DEPARTMENT
L. to R.. Miss Hausman. Miss Taylor. Miss
Richardson (Chairman).
Mrs. Jones. Miss Bols-

ford. Miss Wheeler.

PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
L. to R.. Mr. Coleman, Mr. Erminy. Mr.
Garrett (Chairman).

BOTANY DEPARTMENT,
L.

10 R., Mr.
Thomson.

Goodwin
Miss

(Chairmon).

Avers.

Mr.

Miss

Nicring.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT L to R.
SiHing-,Miss Thomas.
Miss Stanwood (Chainnan).
Miss Brett. StandingMiss Ferguson, Miss Burrill.
Miss Pond. Miss Bloomer.

Miss Wood.

Student

Organizations ...

Student Governm nt

snJDENT GOVERNMENT O~~ERSJoan

Painton.

Vice-President;

Elizabelh

Clec

10

R.:

Joan

land. President:

Feldgoise.

Scribe;

Nanna Hamady,

Se relary.

HONOR

COURT _L.

Ann

Talcott.

Ann

Matthews,

Heidi
Ann

to

R.,

Schweizer,
Heagney.

Cynthia Linton, Chief Justice:
Elizabeth
Cleveland.
Caroline
Robertson, Shirley Smith, N"ncy
Stewart.
Missing _ Elizabeth
Allen and Katherine Gray.

CABINET_Row
Joan

Aldrich,

I: L.

Cynthia

10

R.:

Linton,

Nanna
Hamady,
Elizabeth
Cleveland,
President;
Joan
Painfon,

Beverly

Row 2:
Catledge.

Nena

Constance

Gray,

Tasko,

Nancy

Gartland.
L. to R.:

Mary

Mildred
Cunningham.

Demarest.

Celie

Alice Robertson.

HOUSE. OF REPRESENTA·
TIVES-Row t: L to R:
Al!Ilc Browning, Joan Walsh.
Ketbenne
Krause.

Nancy

Jeanne
Cedar.

L. to R.:

Row 2;
Sager,

Reynolds.

Jane

Doman.

Tasko.

President;
Cleveland.
Carol
Carol

Row :5:

Elizabeth
Beverly

Elizabeth
Gardner.

Daniels.

L. to R.: Suwnne

Bernet, Eleanor Johnson. Nancy
Hamilton. Carolyn Diefendorf.

Gloria
MacArthur.
Barbara
Garlick, Bemelle Curtis.

STIJDENT FACULTY FOR·
UM:
JOEin

L to R.: Dorothy Knup.
Painton,
Head;
Ethel

Evans.
Wilson,

Jane
Irma

Haynes.
Mona
Levine. Carolyn

Chapple.

SERVICE LEAGUE_Row

I: L.

10

Russian.
Gchlmeycr.

R.; Judy Rcycroft, Cyvia

L. to R.: Jeanne
Mary Alice Robertson.
Head; Nancy Powell. Sally Lindblad. Cynthia Fenning.

Row 2:

COMMUNITY
FUND_L.
10 R.: Mary Alice Robertson. Sally
Lindblad. Nancy Powell. Head; Janet Fenn. Jeanne Gehlmeyer.

POLITICAL FORUM,
L. to R.: Barbara
Guerin. Sylvia Kursmen, Gail Rothschild.
Patricia Shier. Ellen Moore. Head: Frances
Macy, Margery Bleck Carol Daniels. Margot
Colwin. Mary Moore. Grace Quinlin.

INTERNATIONAL

RELATIONS

CLUB_Row

L L.

to R, Diana Dow. Susan Epstein. Millicent Kavanagh,
Row 2: L. to R: Nancy Grant. Marcia Cohen.
President: Ann Fisher.

HOME

ECONOMICS
'~

ent:

,,,.

CLUB_L.
",..

r"",i

to R: Louise Klein./ ElizabJth

" .. rtet ,-

Prudence

Root.

LANGUAGE
CLUB PRESIDENTS _ Row "
L. to R: Marcia Bernslein. French; Dorothy Knup,
German.
Row 2: L.

10

R.: Nancy Meddi. Spanish; Marina

Tscheremsclianslcy,

Russian.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB-Row\'

L. to R.,

Lois Bassett. Suzanne Robb. Dorothy Hinsch.
Barbara Munger.
Row 2: L. to R.: Elizabeth Friedman, Janet
Gross, President; Joan Parsells.
Row 3: L. 10 R.: Janice Adams, Carol Lee
Blake. Mary Ann Wolpert, Claudette
Ramstcin, Dorothy Libner.

SCIENCE CLUB.....
-Row t . L. to R.: Joyce Schlocllt, Katherine
Smith. Sally Thompson, President.
Row 2: L. (0 R.: Janet Frost. Doris Deming, Polly MolTette.
Florence Coh~n.

FOREIGN STUDENTS,--L
to R.: l\1aria Flores
Oleil, Lrh Skibsled. Femke Van Galen, Christiane
Delafoy.

MUSIC CLUB-L.

10

R.: Susan Lane. Louise Dieckman, Faith Gulick
Janel Clissold, President.

II

CONN CHORDS~L
to R.: Leslie McCord. Head; Grdchen
Heidel. Barbara Bruno. Cyvia Russian. Polly Milne. Susan
Weiner. Barbara Basso.

PAGEANT COMMITTEE-Row

I

1: L. to R., Janet Gross. Head; Carole
Chapin.
Row 2: L. to R.: Nancy Rutledge. Constance Meehan, Sally
Ashkins. Jo Ann Milton. Judith Dotson, Anne Flaherty.
Harriette McConnel.
SCHWIFFS--Row

1,

L. to R.: Sheila McKenzie. Elizabeth
Alcorn. Co-Head:
Lucia Roraback.
Adeline Harris. Marcia Bernstein.
Sally
Stecher,
Co-Head:
Dona
Mcintosh.
Row 2: L. to R.: Mildred Catledge,
Lois Keating, Virginio Hoyt, Ann
Nuveen. Joan Negley .

•

\-VIG AND CANDLE-Row
I: L. to R.: Martha Flickinger.
Jeanne Gehlmc~er, Constance Demarest. Presidenl; ~arcia
Bernstelfi, Ann Dygert. Deborah Phillips.
Row 2: L. to R.: Eli7..abeth Sager. Constance \-Vey outh.
Meraaret King, Dona Mcintosh. M<lry Alice Robertrn.

RADIO CLUB_Row
1:
Torpey, Lois Lfachowitz,
Row 2: L. to R.: Borbam
Victoria Shemwn. Joanne
~old 3: L. to R.: Evans
e g.£!.s~M~
Qx.~er.

L. to R.: Anne Buchman. Janet
Gladys Ryan. Phyllis Shoemaker.
Garlick. Jane Daly, Sarah Johnson,
Portsch. President; Sally Lindblad.
Flickinger, Martha Flickinger. Joan
J.:'rudence Murphy. Ruth Co~ghlall.

,.

NEWS .....
L, to R: Katrina Seipp. Gail Andersen. Catherine
Pappas, Patricia Dailey, Joyce Adams. Nancy Gartland.
EdiJor; Carolyn Chapple. Barbara Wind. Mary Roth. Ann
Buchman, Suzanna Martin. Ina Krasner. Elizabeth Friedman.
Lois Keating.

"C" BOOK-Row
1: L. to R: Virginia Hoyt. Nancy Grant.
Jane Grosfeld. Judith Gregory.
Row 2: L. to R: Jane Daly, Joan Barkan. Nanna Hamady.
Editor; Elizabeth Cleveland.

KaINE-Row
1: L. to R.: Nancy
Blau. Janet Weiss. Elizabeth Sager.
Row 2: L. to R.: Johanna Garfield.
Catherine Pappas. Dona Mcintosh.
Lelia Anderson. Edilor; Mary Clymer.
Adeline Harris.
Row :}: L. .to R: Barbara Garlick.
Lois Keating. Deborah Phillips. Ann
Mauhews.

PRESS BOARD_L. to R: Miss Murnane. Miss Bloomer.
Mary Molloy. Caroline Robertson. Claire Wallach. Head.

QUARTERLY-Row
1: L. to R.: Ann Fishman, Heather
Livingston, Editor; Joan Barkon.
Row 2: L. to R.: Margaret King. Joanne Portsch, Joyce Adams.

BUILDING FlJND~L

10

R.,

Row

I,..-Margot
Colwin,
Joan
FeJdgoise. Joan Abbou (President). Adeline Harris. Catherine
Myers.
Row
2 __ Henrietta

Jackson,

Claire

Painton,

Cynthia

Wallach.

Joan

Linton,

Jane

Gros(eld,

LIBRARY COMMITrEE_L.
to R.: Anne Mahon y.
Helen Cary, Jeananne Gillis. Elizabeth Butler. Men n
Goodman (Chairman), Betsy Gregory.

PHI

BFTA

Strosberg,

KAPPA_L.

Janet

COMMUTERS'
Barbara

QFFICERS-L.

Newman,
Marian

Ann

Lcnct,

10

R.: Row I_Anne Flahe

Strosberg.

Jessie

Row

Rmctcottt.

to R._Row
I-Jean
Briggs. Susan ShaeHcr Hir~hho'n
M
I K·
A
.
~
'.
argare
mg.
no
Gross. Row 2-Manlyn
Thomton, Janet Fenn, Leila Anderson.
EIi?.abelh Smith Brobst
Susan Dreeoe. Ellen Moore. Constance Farley.
.

2_Norcen

Marjorie

Downe

Moore.

Mary
Harkness

Chapel

,

-

pf
.,~

"r ...

~.'!'

WL.

RELIGIOUS FELLOWSHIP-L.

to

R: Sealed-Susan

Lane.

Mildred Lee Catledge (Presidenl). Jeanne Gehlmeyer. Standing
.......
Helen Cary, Claire Levine. Elizabeth Brobst. Harriel Ryberg,
Annette Studzinski.

CHOIR AND GLEE
OFFICERS_L.

to

R.;

CLUB
Elise

Hofheimer,
Sally
Thompson
Barhara Munger, Janet
Fen~
Carol
Gardner
(Prl1sident);

Carol Kinsley.

'

Iff
OUTING CLUB-L
to R.: Cynthia Myers, Harriette McCo nc] , EI zabeth
Cook. Jeanne Gehlmeycr, Kathleen Holland, Diane Kirkbright, ucia R -ebeck
(President),
Joan Negley, Jocelyn Andrews. Nancy Sutcr ctster. Gloria
MacArthur.

/'

\(

SAILING
CLUR-L.
to R.: Marilyn
Mason. Diana
Dow (President). Ann
Hathaway.

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION_L.
to R.: Row I_Jane
Dornan,
Catherine Myers, Pamela Kent.
Anne
Cross.
Row
2-Shirley
Smilh, Anne \Villiams, SU7.llnne
Gaffney, Joan Aldrich (President).
Joan Abbott. Nancy Keith. Row 3
-Nancy
Sutcrmeister, Jane .Lvon,
Lois Keating, Dianne Robinson, Jonn
Negley. Diana Dow, Joan Sprecher.

RIDING CLUB_L. to R.: Sally Stecher. Janet Perdun (President), Elisabeth Ashkins. Cadijah Helmerich.

DANCE GROUP ......
L. to R: Row ' ......
Polly MoH"ette. Pamela
Kent (President),
Faith Gulick. Joann Sieger. Row 2_Janice
Helander. Jocelyn Andrews, Elizabeth Butler, Anne Williams.

'54 CLASS OFFICERS-L.

"

R"

Row I_Margare!
King, Helene Keslenman,
Evelyn Connolly, Jeananne
Gillis. Row 2
......
Barbara
Guerin,
Nena
Cunningham
(Presidenl), Ann Heagney.

'55 CLASS OFFICERS-L.
Sylvia Doane

(Presidenl),

to R.: Helen Cary, Joan Barkan.
Rachel Child. Georgia Geisel.

'56 CLASS OFFICERS..-L.
to R.: Joan Sprecher. Maric Waterman,
Celie Gray (President)' Jane Haynes, Martha Canterbury, Deborah
Gutman.

'57

CLASS

OFFICERS-L.

I,

Nancy

R.,

Keith, Ann Richardson, Deborah
Woodward (Presidenl),
Susan Adam.
Joan

Tipper.

Marguerite

,

"

Wallace.

Traditions and

Activities . . .

The Mad
Woman

of
Chaillo!

DRAM

Summer
and
Smoke

AYleS

Christmas Pageant

Summer and Smoke

With the

Fall
comes ....
Fun the Pattagansett

Way

r-r-rufl!

Mr.

Glee Club Concert

Musical
~,

Highlights

-

Compel

Sing

DANCE

WEEKENDS

;:zs
"-

TS

CLASS

DAY

Fathers)

"To The Shores

of

Old New London"

Miss Demeanor

Day
"Walking With You" ,

"Land, Land, Land"

Familiar

detai

Scenes ...

THE

QUAD

Variation
on a
dream

Thames
North

A scholar, too, digresses

J't ~i..1

Winthrop

\
0'

"Vis·ons

f

0

1Due liness ...

Gentlemen

prefer_?

East - Grace Smith
Those casual moments

'-'

/

Mary

Harkness

We ead

(?) t h e T irnes

After
a long

hard
day

\

~

I

~

f)

0-

lilw

c
Freeman

Ihe
?

;,
!'

Freeman and

Typically

chaotic

Mighty,

Psyche
in

Tub

Katharine Blunt

Cheers for the Happy Hour

mighty Seniors

Vinal
and
Emily Abbey

From
Day
to

Day

Ferdinand
has
nothing
on us!
Find anything, Edgar?

j

Senior

Class-1954

Joan Abbott
Zoology

Camden,

Maine

Leading
operation
SAC
with suffragette
gusto
... best spiker on the volleyball team ... scientific
attempts to remove the green from the gold.
neat ...
ingenious photographic
schemes
conscientious
and able ...
subtle humorist ...
inquiring
mind ..
the only tow-headed
Indian
in recorded

history.

.. profound

capers _ .. member of the Big S.

I

Janice Adams
WhitinSVille} Mass,

Psychology

"Jan....
lighter?

101,Ibs, of fun,
..

It

5

cigarette

, , "Whert's

time ...

Anytime

my
is

nap time ..... "r,m in t~.e mood for LOv," ...
operates a goodies ring ...
exam jittersI '"
hand made sweaters that never fit ...
furry eyes

, , , last one in 10 breakfast , , , "What'll
about?"

..

moves like molasses

going 10 the Snack Ba-7"

we talk

. "Anyone

..

clown-like

Elizabeth Wells Alcorn
Art
"Libbets"

Suffield, Conn,
...

the junior year in Paris

welcomed back

by

all the birds ...

gal ...

many interests

artistic ... innocent little girl in appearance.
but mature in thought
"Chic alors 1" ...
a
preference for short names
calm determination
... mad for tennis and sailing ... those wonderful
ski trips
"Really 7" ... rarely spends a weekend
at college

loves a good discussion

...

idealist.

Joan Aldrich
East Douglas. Mass.

Mathematics
"Aldy"

...

illogical

logic

favorite

pastime:

marrying off room-mates
sincerity and generosity plus ...
eat, drink, and be merry, for toBermuda
morrow we diet ...
gullible gussie ...
enthusiast
A.A.'s ace ...
Miss Malaprop
personified
the gong sounds. but she sleeps on
, . ' "Oh, he's a very nice boy" . ' , "Really?" , , •
"WeIL- .....
,.......,......."
..
policed hometown
like a liberal

education I ...

that

...

nothing

infectious

grin.

Leila M. Anderson
English
"Lee".

Ansonia, Conn.
. last

minute

[renzy-e-late

again]

expressive vocabulary.
earnest arguments ... the
best dressed is the undressed ... "I can too knit 1"
...
minimum work. maximum
results ...
the
hazard course called a room . . . "He gave me
claustrophobia"
...
tee-totaler
dynamic and
different. vivid and vigorous
"Mother's sending a laundry case-s-anyone got any food?"
the Grin ...
"Some people's room-mates]"

Nan Appell Thorpe
Bristot!Con~.

Economics

Artistic econ~mi~t ... the ess~nce. of dependabiltty
... arch capitalist .. ,. Dean s List on a file day
school week; weekends

at home

Sundar

night

enc~,H;s of Imogen~ and Sid
clever Tf.partee
. .. I II smesh you ... two 0 figure on a t Tee 0
plane ... Is that a new plaid skirt, Nan? ... "you
should
years.

see the other

guy!"

...

"five

milerable

Sally Ann Ashkins
European

History

Menden,

"Sally"

Old Iron-Sides

antiquity

oysters before dinner

for Monday classes
· .. rare imported ivies
· .. April in Trinidad
latest medical facts
of Low Bridge fame

,blue
...

Mass.

tweed

of

deplaning

interpretive hall dancing
college Duncan Hines
running commentary on
Goren convert ... a singer
poised and well-groomed

· , . Member of the Big S.

Carol Bernstein Horowitz
English
'The Madwoman"
Act III ... The Pose,

Newton Centre. Mass.

The Little Woman,
' ,
. , The Thought ... incom-

parable conversationalist ... perennial
thief
reads magazines in library
expert
8 A.M. calls from Mother

piggy bank
philology
originator

of the "wand" , . , "I got the ball over the net
today" ... The helpless Choke. , . "Can-Can"
...

Those endearing

she wave.

young charms ...

long may

Marcia Ruth

Bernstein
Woodme,e, N, Y.

French

"Mush"
. casual. caustic, creative, clever, ..
antique addict ... post-office gremlin, .. capable
colonel of the backstage
crew
vocabulary,
.. crossword puzzle
... Did someone say Jules? ...

. . , expressive
and bridge Fiend
good music and

most comfortable chair on campus ... the McIntosh apple that never fell ...
poems while you
wait
blue mood depths balanced by infectious
smile

Psychology Carol Lee BlakeI~5~.

::c.

Lee" , .. U~! ~h 1

I had a neatsy time

needles

...

the mono-gal

perfect day fo' golf ...

one of the B;,ds

·1· .

those proverbial knitting
has early curfew

.

I .

catch that crazy slroIl . [..

still thinks cactus grows in Chicago ... baby face
who can't prove she's 21 ...
enthusiasm gal+e
...

collects complex characters ...

Aage"dserious side ...

discussions

well-camouand bridge.

beware

before breakfastT

Nancy Blau
Spanish

East Orange. N. J.

"Nance"
Senorita Blue ... "This ice cream is
warm"
one of the bridge crew regulars ...
"Gotta get my hair cut" ...
"advertisement
anyone 7"

Ivy League trouper ...

smile for every-

one
phrases come out backwards ...
tennis
enthusiast ...
neatest room ...
mound bars ...
great appetite. but ne'er a pound gained
.. 8:00
crossword puzzles ...
organized ...
symphony
expert ... Por favor say it in Esparto].

Jean Hamilton Briggs
History
"Midge"

Cleveland. Ohio
...

her children
· ..

ear plugs and insomnia
history books ...

food for thought

· .. I love Luther ...
· .. world-wide

bumming

and shape
...

· .. Says what she thinks ...
three.

And

cigarettes

baucly laugh

"The

· .. 'Till going to age so horribly"
yet erratic ... perpetual nostalgia

will feed

goofy antics

and parties

vacalions

...

ExperimentI"

confident
messy room
then there were

Beatrice A. Brittain
Dundee, Illinois

English

"Bea" ... Danish princess from the midwest ...
you betchern, Red Ryder ...
great European Experiment ... The TV lamp that became a vase ...

well read English major, , , Off to the Clubhouse
...
...

Van-mail ... "What's
the matter with pro?"
Lake Placid at mid-semesters
... subtle humor-

ist ...

Elizabeth Smith Brobst
Williamsport,lpa.

Zoology
"Beth"

...

Harkness

House

to husband

in t~Tee

diamond-studded
years ...
cookies in coffee jtins
and an overworked hot plate..
generous helpmgs
of reliability and earnestness.
with kind words and bright

liberally
smiles

sprin~Ied
. music.

minutes. and microscopes. all in a day's work
eloquent eyes offset by a creamy complexion.
life in 3-D: decisions.

dissections,

and Don.

I...

the ultimate in casualness.

Joen Brown
Child Deuelopment
"Joen" ...

Glendale. Cal.

the "Arty" type ...

"Ma-a-ah. do you

know what I mean 7" ... Par Avian,
"If my hair were only straight"

Sweden ...
size 1 shoes

... "Oh. I could just perish"
"He's such a
[ambl" ... popcorn by the bushelbag ... "Eve,ything I have is......
Gwynn's .....
ladies ...

One of the

"Can

Bids.

you stand

it 7"

...

Good

morning,

Um-ah 1 ...

Joan Silverherz Brundage
Government

Ellington.

Conn.

"Joanie" ... effervescent. bubbling over and serious underneath
...
Mrs. Lyle. all because of a
blind date for a Yale junior prom ... 397 Calhoun
... ideal marriage ...
good old Uncle Sam ...
interests others than her husband ... government.
music, and
Allums ...

...

tennis ...
likes boats. especially the
the sun-deck season isn't long enough

should I cut my hair?

Emilie Louise Camp
Zoology
"Ellie"
know

...

I'll

weekend

...

Newton,
hair of gold. eyes of blue ...
get an 'F" ... To ·Bah.ston·

...

"Anyone

"Guess

what

Mass.
"but I
for the

we did in lab today?"

the tan left over
at 8 A.M .
. . . slosh. bang, and shume to the shower ...

from summer
"There
cards I"

Mildred Lee Catledge
English
"M'Lee"

New York. ~. Y.
...

an original

combination

tast4fuIIy

IeaVj

served . . . a vocabulary
that never
her
~.tuttering . . . crossword puz.~ler supreme . . .
without a doubt the cutest. .. . .. ten she ers a
day if the water company would allow ... a nice
mixture of punctuality,
neatness. efficiency,l and
consideration
star reporter and world tra1eIler
of past summers
after June '54.

aspiring to combine thes~ two

I

must

for the Ricks 7" ...

camp
be

...

tennis

something

matches

wrong

with

these

Carolyn Jean Chapple
History
"Chappelle"

Pittsburgh,
, , , makes

. , , stoop-dweller.
easy blush

the headlines

, . delightfully

. . . intense
breakfast

but

naive,

sporadic

at noon ...

Pa,

regularly
with

an

periods

of

concentration

...

ballerina
imagination

devilish pranks showing unequalled
literary creativity amid chaos ...

her ready smile and enthusiasm
warmth and a love of good fun
mantic ...
"sugar and spice"
punster.

frustrated

reRects a genuine
the class Roperennial

Martina Child
Quilmes.

Spanish
"Tina"

...

"Oh-rna-gosh"

.. " neatness
every minute
caJIs herself
lovers 1
Argentina
Huey

seven year plan

campaigns
scheduled

library h~und
"bed-raggled"

a southerner

Oh,

new date. new
God's gift

says it's South

Roger

...

Olympic

paper

and

string

skulls

and

cigars.

to

those

dress ...
Tina
the dining-room

American
water

Argentina

Delight

fighter

.' ~oy~riend

...

...

.
.
Latin
from
...
poor

s~ve that

mementos:

cat

Constance B. Cichowitz
Elmwood. Conn.

Mathematics

"connle."

She's bob-bob-bobbin'

...

"But it's too late to change

limited overnights1!1

along ...

my major]" ...

un-

"1 think I'll take a nap

before I go to bed."
percolates when happ~
... "The mailbox is empty cuz the letter clunked.
t he

"T'"

~b~utme"

Um-ah!

Elizabeth Cleveland
Pelham Manor, N. Y.

Religion

"Esu"
sweaters
course.

"Aw. that's chubby"
"What

wet. it's dirty"
who wasn't there
calls ...
...

even files her

Hail the

"But it's not a gut"
a riot".

Khaki pants ...
perpetual

"But, I wanna belong"

ethics

. "My hair, it's not

the little girl

buzzer
...

,- ..

burd

determination

always can count on her; how does she know
names?
. wields our gavel.

all f hose

IO

"P •••
T A "

•••

"That certain nothing

the lion and the Iamb in her ...

one of the birds.

Mary
English

W.

Clymer

WethecsMeld. Conn.

Super-descriptive
gestures and expressions
"Look Lee. I found my desk!" ... Animation

...
and

imagination ... John loves Mary ... chronic foot
in mouth disease
the raised eyebrow ...
phenomenally
flexible
wants at least six, all
boys ... "He a nice guyI" ... charter member of
the Nudist
mates!" ...

Buddhists
"Some people's
the ring and the book.

room-

Marsha Cohen
Glen Cove. L. I.. N. Y.

Chemist')!
"Marsh".

don't

let the stars

. better living through
phobia. not hydrophobia

get in your eyes

chemistry
...
neat

...
claustroas a pin ...

busy hands make jewelry, clothes. carpentry easy
. -. , early to bed
internationally
minded ...

fashion followe,

the Noeth Shore Hills via the

Late and Indifferent Railroad ...
reservation
first trip to the moon ... Spica to me of love.

on

Evelyn Frances Connolly
Bronxvtl]e. N. Y.

Economics
"Ey"

"gads!"

beautiful

stand it!
efficient
...
responsibility
plus

eyes ...

can't

cool. calm, and collected
...
speedball ...
shoe

fanatic ...
our social chairman
...
date bureau
...
naturally
cmiy hair : .. Imle kid with the
banana split . . . never a free Christmas ...
Flortde-c-you all
., "Heh. thick Mtck"
economics ...

hysterical

laugh

that smile and happy word.

Carol

A. Connor

Zoology

Silverspring, Md.

"Carol"
English

.... an amazingly descriptive use of the
language
"] mean to tell you." ...

plaids hee plague
3,00 A.M. "01, what's a
little test?" ... fresh air fiend with a tailored look
...
...

always a big smile and a cheerful "hi there"
never smokes, just puffs ... "What? another

check. 01, weetch I"
knacl{ for nicknames
bcisk.

The Geeat John L. ... a
just like Lipton's. alw~y:;

...

eGA

always

Anne
...

Cross

Rochester. N. Y.

Economics

"Cross"

W.

"Oh. let's" ...

Ace photographer i"?

... favorite occupation: practical jokes ... "God
bless free enterprise" ...
Casualness personified
... Supplies the Roor with coffee and cookies from
the laundry box ... that unique laugh ... the last
of Aldrich's room-mates ... "1 smoke Kents. what
do you smoke 7" ...
kind. sympathetic.
with a
wonderful personality.

Nena

E.

Cunningham
Grosse Pointe,

Economics

Mich.

"Neoa-Bird"
... Madame Pres
Curly hair that
refuses to come in straight
Beautiful Thing r
· .. Oh Sobby Sob' ... But all my [rtends are
getting married . . . Someone
has moved my
Idcenex box
· .. T urkey

Passion for Pizza and submarines
Disposition like a [ambcliop l ...

Granny ... Hates rollercoasters but loves bobsleds
· .. Already yet ... Two-thTee week to get--T
· .. Loves Dynamic Detroit

T

Patricia Anne Dailey
South Orange. N. J.

Chemistry

"Pat" ...

"What

"ya

say?"

think you've got problemsl"
noon ... "I don't understand"
· .. labs all over the place
· .. "1 know I flunked it"

· .. Oh that laugh ...
up in the clouds ...

- j~--"~:;-

.~,. rA.{~t;tJr

......
.,,;'.
r:"!,

I
Jane Ann

Wallingfa d, Corn.

Economics
Jane

...

Daly

A

regular

gal. with

homespu

feeling

lat-

and a sophisticated appearance ...
Hil rious
tack with a quip a minute ... Always t e reason

for the howls ... Brain power certainly not lacking ... "Eat today and diet tomorrow." ... Off to

New Haven for the week-end ...
but not a thing

to wear ...

far hom plain. that's our Janel

A ctoset full,

Miss Exec

tive

"Holy cow! You
sleep walks till
business brain
running out of Hats
keyboard variations

fifteen inch waistline.

"See ya. Pat" ...

Constance
American History
"Connie"

...

P. Demarest
Hackensack, N. J.

shower-hour-harmonies

the

buttonless wonder ...
1V [ounger
Fred
Astatres
undiscovered
dancing
partner
. . .
FRANTIC..
"Aborigines
are not. vegetables.
you little monsters" ...
Helen Trent ...
"O.K.
Troops!" ...
weighing in before each meal ...
aspires to be suave . . . successful formula for
getting things done ...
from comedy to tragedy
and back again ... fourteen Hat tires ... efficiency
.. "My Dear Tubs" ... monogramed sarong ...
leader of the Big S.

Margaret Stevens
Government
"Peggy"

De Tar
Downingtown,

an individualist

blushes

Ps,

to a

name
concentrated
study
rises at six ...
coffee any time ...
collects pennies in a tennis
ball can
5 o'clock naps ... volcanic laugh ...
modest
famine on pork nights ...
craves ice
cream
Bach to Borodin on record ...
curly
blond hair. sparkling blue eyes
to town ...
Star Dairy sitter
... knows where she is going.

Saturday hikes
determination

Gwynn Doyle
Akron, Ohio

Child Development
"Gwynnie"

heard?"

...

. . . "Hi

Dead"

"Gh,

have you

He struck the linnet with a cudgel

.. "Everything

I have is..........
Joen·s .....

silver hair,

quicksilver smile ...
"What
I mean is, ummm
ah T" ... That nursery-side manner ...
That inexplicable eHervescense ... "What
tell you .something personal?"
...
this much time on our homework!'

the birds.

Ann Elizabeth
English
"Annie"
shower
my paper"

DYgert

Foct Wayne. nd.
Lady Macbeth on the way to the
"Play this hand for me while I
On stage at Palmer ...

"Will

listen for my buzzer?" ...
Sophisticated
wit
"Please 7" ...
One always wears a hat in
York ... It is a pepper plant I ...
... Gamut of emotions.

ou
ew

Miss Demea1nor

do you mean,
"If we spent
...
One of

Nancy Crittenden Evans
Wyomissing, Pa.

Economics
"Nan"

Elite sunbather ...

pecan pie postmor-

terns
individual hair styles ... afternoon naps
... exam costume ... weekly purge
"tennis
anyone?".
. P.A. system on campus
. seamstress extraordtnetre
lady with the eyes
election night wafHes
short bermudas ... spur
o] the moment decisions ... convincing word pic-

tures.

. member of the Big S.

Constance Elizabeth
English
"Connie"

Mount
...

crinkling

Farley
Carmel. Conn.

eyes and sudden

... love of the whimsical
real ...
Connie's world

laughter

the sublime and the
delightful wit ...

soap box oralor . . . defends the extreme . . .
cryptic scrawl ... out of chaos comes creation ...
artistic sense of words ... anesthetic appreciation
"Partridge
in a Pear Tree"
.. Goddess of

the Underworld.

Joan Helene
English
"don!"

...

Expert

Feldgoise
Philadelphia. Ps.
cross-word

puzzler

...

ready

with good advice ... one of the bridge crew regulars ...
Parliamentarian
with a "ligil arty-tude"
... "Wanna Rec. Hall calendar?" ... Will power
... constant trips to Philly
011. those souvenirs
and mascots
pretty legs
"Why aren't I a
gOY. major?"
admirer of "St. Oakes" ...
argyles galore
at a loss for male.

EconomicsJanet Rockwell Fenn:1.
"Fenn F"
enn
somethmg

'"

.~6out

Gary Cooper...
an older

man"

"There .1F

Bahimor.t.

acc~~t .. -. You have wa,~ps? Open the windowI

. ..

Have to go to Choir

the OrioJesf

Lochearn
"What

is

...

I

If the Dodgers play

Dennis the Menace ...
Forevef
All th~se checks to be numbered
the Federal Rese"e Bank?"_Re

suit: Ec major ...

"Jack's so cutel"

"sorry. got a meeting"

...

never

Cynthia Ann Fenning
Social

Antflfopology

·FairField, Conn.

"Cindy" ... Club woman ... supreme command
of the King's English ... "all my ships have come
sailing in"
it lakes two to matriculate
she'd walk a mile ...
'54's contribution
to Soc.
Anlh.
. "it just tickles me so" ... afternoon naps
... infectious giggle ... "wear heels and come to
dinner" ... spontaneous and sparkling ... mem-

bee of the Big S.

Marianne Fisher
New Castle. Pa.

Economics
"M.A."

,

...

"Moon

is Blue" naivete

...

the per-

fect figure except in accounting
Oh that
P.O.D. course at New London High ... Constant
stream of admirers ... "Jont. how do you spell?"
... Her "popular" trees in "Pepsi-Cora" Florida
...
"Tea anyone 7" ...
one of the bridge crew
regulars..
for a friend.

hates that alarm

...

never too busy

Evans Flickinger
Brooklyn, N. Y.

American History
"Evans, Eo. Flick" ...

"no Toni, just shorter hair"

shuns the Times for The
Ursinus in background ...
"Down

in Bermuda"

Brooklyn Eagle
love that Ph illy!

and etc.,

(she hopesl]

.
.
.

Athletically active ... WeNI ... Wig & Candle
. Rises and SHINES at 7, 15, love that 8,001 ...
"dem bums" rooter ...

hilI" ...

it's a twin's life!

Martha Flickinger
History

BroOklyn. N. ~.

Crazy twin, loquacious
from

,;v~y back

...

lady ...

anybody

It s Bay Ridge. not Fletbcsb"

History paper due

"what

practical

need a putty

shaH

...

jaUer
nos~ 7

anothler

I wear?"

.

I.

cor-

alway:bubbling ":"
chignon cherub
"i'll
ma!<e If by Xmas
beautiful blushes
tuglous laugh ... Gibson Girl ... "where can we
hide the mattress 7" ...
"how many calories
popover 7" ... dirty transfer.

in a

"when

we were at Buck.

someone always copies her clothes ...

Aleta Eve Frankel
Government

New Yark. N. Y.

"Lee" ... Cool coffee and doug'hnuts today, diet
starts tomorrow.
. mad fiend with a scissors.
always ready for fun
good sport . "
see,
mother is always right"
half of "No Two
People" ...
headed for counselor at law
madly for Adlai ...
strong convictions
...
postponer. but it gets done ...
true warmth
friendliness ... zest for life.

deft
and

Elizabeth Ann Friedman
PSycllOlogy

Brookline,

Mass.

"Betsy".
petite.
incessant knitter of socks
and sweaters ... chatterbox
News and tennis
enthusiast ... "Did you ever!"
connoisseur of
opera and ballet ... efficient
book and magazine addict ...
fancy glasses
Bermuda shorts
... and vacations .... poodle-cut ... coIIects anything
camp devotee ... "I haven't the vaguest
idear"
human dynamo.

Suzanne

Marie Gaffney
New Haven, Conn.

Government
"Sue"
under

...

"hey,

her straw

that's

great!"

thinking

cap ...

...

inspiration

a tilt of the head

and a twinkle in the eye ... cheerful ... evenness
of temperament
...
fine sense of justice ...
forthright
orderly ...
appealing
warmth of
personality
a voice that reveals feelings ...
"you bet"
H. J....
a kerchief for every
sweater

Rose Claire Garber
European History
"Claire"

...

Mempht

. Tenn.

Eight years is too long for any South-

erner to be in the North ... cuIturer of the i tellect
...

hemispheric

phone calls ...

''I've only ftudied

20 hours for this te~t" ... ~,tilit~~ian paper g~ods
...
aggravated artist.·..
arg 1 ...
un~uI1iIIed
desire to wear red and temperament to match ...
meticulous in dress ... the smallest room available.

enthusiasm.

Carol Jean Gardner
Middletown. Conn.

Music
"Ohhh,

really 7"

wonder

and

surprise

...

slow dawn of a smile
quietness tempered with
strength ...
sense and sensibility
...
scuffing
slipper socks ... all curled up in her comfortable
chair ... perceptive understanding
last ·of the
Gardner tradition at Connecticut
deliberation ... honest opinions
... the magic of her Aute.

thoughtful
Holmes Hall

Johanna Garfield
Bellport. N. Y.

Sociology

"Jerry" ... black and chartreuse bridge room ...
Doe of the "Gars" ... Mrs. Ray again ...
"I've
had it!" ... coffee and tea served at any hour ...
"Jerry, make us a poster?" ... Radio-active Area

...

avid knitter ...

Power

the aura of Scotland ...

Biggs to Moussorgskv

...

E.

"my philoden-

dron has complexes" ... warm heart and catching
exuberance ... "will my hair EVER grow?"

Barbara Jane Garlick
International Relations
"Barb"

...

the most proetered

...
inescapable
the movies ...
prominent

Upper

Montclair, N.

J.

proctor in Freeman

instigator
for the Snack Bar and
deceptively scatter-brained ...

member

of the discords ...

"Oh, but

my legs are the greatest]"
...
stoop-dweller ...
agony during a bridge game, but don't worry, it's
just that

her foot's asleep

read

newspaper!"

the

and enthusiasm.

Nancy Ellen Gartland
History
"Nance"
enviable

Hamden,
...

"Let's

calmness

Madame Editor ...

ground

toward

our symbols"

innumerable

"Wha!"s

Conn.
.

crises

.

a five letler word

fo[-,........,7" ...
enormous
capacity
for accomplishment ...
"My students said ........
-:" ...
Every song
is her favorite ... "He's a nice boy, but .......
_ .....
spontaneous

dry wit ...

unpredictable..
power of the pen.

"Let's

the "first"

for bridge

take a short break"

..
...

...

"people who don't

. . . our tonic for energy

Jeanne Ann Gehlmeyer
Child Development

Roslyn Heights,

L. I.

"Jeannie"
...
From non-sensical
fun to mature
poise ... Heartwarming
smile and laughing eyes
... Vivacious and vital ... "Hi Arch!" ... Creative propensities . . . Loyal friend . . . Sincere
interest in others . . . "Sweetheart
of the Ivy
League" , ., , Thoughtfully
tricks n treats ...
Nicely naive ...
Like,,-Sailing,
Surf, Photography ...
"BuL we're just Good Friends!" ..
That straight face (77) , . , Activities galore,
, .
Bermuda forever I! ...

Jeananne DeWitt Gillis
English

Jersey City, New Jersey

"Jinny" ...

"Yes, Miss Gillis" ...

vast store of

unrelated
knowledge
. . . "But I learned it at
Church camp J" ... Riding boots at midnight ...
"but it's in Olde English"
. , . the "crass" Historian

"I

..

thought

everyone

loved

bagpipes"

... T. S. Eliot's you know-what ... Teachers are
born. not made ... The wrong word at the right
moment

...

Umm-ah 1 One

of the birds.

Sara Marie Godette
Bronx.N. Y.

Zoology

"Sari"
The tiny giggle ...
Behind locked
doors
"Do you think I ought to diet?" ...
The Formaldehyde menagerie ...
Studies all
night and sleeps all day ... Spent freshman year
in the closet ... vacation packing done two weeks
previously
"Anything
night

..
different coiffure every day ..
chocolate for dessert 7" ... Those mid-

discussions

...

She

has the sweetest per-

sonality.

\

Elaine Anne Goldstein
Flushing. L 1.. N. Y.

English
"Elaine

the fair" ...

The English

Major

and

bridge and tennis minor ... Her own kind of order
out of her own kind of chaos ...
Studies with
Johann Strauss waltzes ... Romantic realist ...
"It's ridiculous," ... Imaginative ... Good nature
and

giggles

...

Abounds

in pithy

sayings

...

Turns night into day ... Bound for a future of
C. C. Novels ... Fun and fortitude.

,

\

Gloria Linda Goodfriend
English

New York. New York

The small economy size
.. Looks beauty best
...
effeclively feminine ...
holiday exuberance
.. The horn blows at midnight ...
Ten hours
of work in ten seconds-,"where does the time go?"

... A world of thought ...
the conversation

...

deep ideas ...

Keep it gay ...

adds to

"Where

is

the life I lately led:'

Marian Adelaide Goodman
English

Baltimore. Md.

It's a Marian Year ...
Miss T live's amanuensis
...
The stylish brown scarf which goes everywhere
1600

I have trouble with everything
What's
your story morning-glory?

after
.

Latin for the future
Sparkling
blue eyes
.
Baltimore hits the spot
Sprechen-Sie Deutsch?
...
International
socte] life ...
They'll have to
invent more knowledge 10 satisfy her curiosity.

Susan Greene
Botany

Amherst,

"Sue" ...
conscientious
and determined
perfectionist ... a promising scientist ...

know anything, honestly"
inmate

...

• the Wigs

an avid music

and Candles

easy conversationalist
clothes
always

Mass.
...

a

"I don't

, .. New London Hall
lover ...

she supplies

"hi. keed!" ...

an

yen for Peck and Peck
on time ...
"More meat,

Susan 7"
nature lover ... stubbornly persistent
. . . original.
individual
laugh ...
loyal and

thoughtful.

Janet Gross
Evanston. III.

Psychology
"Jan"

...

proud possessor of the Shwiff

imitator extraordinaire
...
nearly died!"
Freudian
the academic

chair •..

stoop dweller ...
"I
Fables ...
a zest for

a sympathetic

understanding

and love of people and their problems ...
coffee
hour in Bill ...
always there when you need her
...
...

lives from one traumatic experience
a feminine exterior belying a quick

sive mind.

to another
and perva-

Barbara Marie Guerin
Government

Narrangansett,

R.

I.

"Barbie" ... tangos in the hall ... "are you going
to a 'potty' this weekend?" ... the veep
consideration and thoughtfulness
at all times
that
model figure ...
favorite possession: toothbrush
...
stoop dweller ...
grins and giggles
.
starting her hope chest on the golf course
a
quiet charm and dignity dissolved in a moment of
spontaneous
devilment
...
calm and collected
until the buzzer rings.

Anita Carleton Gurney
Art

Brockton,

"Nita"

versatility

plus

Mass.

oh, those milk

shakes I
impeccable dresser
record collector
from way back ... aspires to vie with Dtor ...
Europe hath many charms
the home-grown "rat" ...
...
...

...
great affinity for
attracts men like Hies

impetuosity ... always trying to gain weight
tremendous enthusiasm ... every-ready smile ......

unintentionally
plays Mrs. Malaprop
music. Maestro T

...

dinner

Norma Jeanne Hamady
Government
"Hammy"

Flint, Michigan
...

the superlative

listener ... can't do

enough for people ...
slaved years on "C" Book
and "minutes"
on Student
Government .. , hey

blue,

, , "What

camel

walk?

...

extra-curricular
summertime

say Granny 7" , , , how doesa
"Gee,

you look attractive"

activities. Ham's sixth course!

.
.

is guest time ......
come on a my house, .

seasoned
traveler, distance
no barrier ...
the
constituent's
delight ...
that's our Arabian red.

head!

/

Phyliss Hanft
English

Jamaica, N, y,

"PhyII" , , , the height of fashion,
with it
of ideas
hope ...

book of knowledge

, , figure to go
treasure

looking to tomorrow
underneath
lies deep sincerity

chest

life full of
... casual

and cool ... papers at midnight ...
Chern for a
finale ... feature writer
wearies of routine ...
variety the spice of life

"a B.A.--'then

what?"

,

•

Adeline Hidden Harris
Art
"Addie"

Providence,
...

"I'Il be a seminal mind

be a mind at all"
hasinRuencedme 7"

R.

1.

or I won't

"doyouthink e.e.cummingsblock printing
on sand

paper ...
Siamese kitten on the fourth Roor ...
"Has anybody seen my-« 7" ...
spontaneously
creative ... startling stories of summer with snakes
... constant coffee hours ..... It's a free form, not
a pregnant seal" ... diplomacy personified.

Judith Reed Haviland
Child Development
"Judy"

...

of Baroness
siasm

"well. it's just so diviner'
Munchausen

...

...

"what am I doing here 7"

Pertstenne"

...

warmth

the tales

fun [oving enthu-

people, parties. and drinks

that talk
taneous
edge
a week

Lansdowne. Pa.

and vitality

hands

"Gaite
spon-

responsive sense of humor with a blunt
genuine friendship ... knitting a sweater
beaumaris ... gay and effervescent.

Ann Heagney
French
"Heag"

...

our Cuban

import

Havana,

Cuba

via Chicago

...

"I'm forever blowing bubbles"
...
welcome messenger ...
"Where

Cynie's everdid I put my

wallet?" ... reluctantly early riser ... never-ending supply of unusual tales ... "Guilty"
keeps
the second Hoor of Freeman jumping
Lib's
best customer ... our favorite practical joke victim
... Barnum and Bailey's ex-protege ... that won-

derful laugh.

. "now I'm really mad."

•

Joan Herman
New York. N. Y.

Sociology
"Joante"

...

papers without

fuss ...

a good word

offered when most needed ...
the dorm's alarm
clock ... choreography to black coffee and Danny
Kaye, .. unHinching performer of everyone else's
disagreeable tasks ...
exams studied for with a
faraway look and a great shedding of fingernails

.. the ha;r that just won't bend..
sitter ...

companionably

world go round!

yours ...

loyal babyshe makes the

cd

Susan Shaeffer Hirshhorn
New York. N. Y.

Botany
"Susie"

pussycats,

philodendron,

Plato

, ..

the perpetual diet ... "only 600 calories today T"
.. , those 3 a.m. papers ... she didn't want to go

to that Philosophy lecture but Gordan· s awfully
glad she did! ... from East to K. B. to 25 Grove
Street ... tell us Suz, which is best? ... under that
jet black hair there's a keen mind constantly at
work, . , concentration
...
common sense ...
completion.

Lasca Huse
Bath. Maine

Sociology

International
scholar of sorts . . . "Knees up,
Mother Brown!" ...
daily 10:30 dictionary consuIter ...
Down Maine ...
afternoon sack time
... simple, but homey decor with Stewart originals
... volcanic enthusiasm ... fantastic after-graduation schemes ... wearer of the once-white beer

jacket
one

faith. hope and charity all rolled into
member of the Big S.

Marilyn Johnson
Psychology
. Fabulous

"Lyn'":

Room"

Lexington.

...

cackle
How tall Is he

Mass.

'Tm off to the Rat
Htya] Cromwell's

Lexington double-great
grand-daughter.
. "It's
my supper skirt" ...
I refuse to set it tonite ...
"Slept through that alarm again" ... "I'm going
up to page ......
" ... the monster ... "Look at those
bags"
...

-,

L _

",
'J.,.

"

Nora Todd Kearns
Child Development
Thai

uooked

appealing

Rochester, N. Y.
smile ...

"Oh

hU~h!"

... Bowling champ ... That casual ltving .......
oops
late again ... Chronic headache from the libJary,
so off to the Diner
"Anyone got a child she

wants developed?"
That ever-cramped
foot
...
Last mihute turmoil of papers
Bridge.--"Let's blow smoke in your room"
G~odnatured

...

Keep it gay.

Ambition:

swim the Thames

J ..

...

warm sm;!e

tennis. her sport

"Gad

Zooks, old bean"

busy every minute.

Lois Blanche Keating
Garden City. L I.
"Loie" ...
Family weddings ...
plus "spray net" ...
sunbathes

Italian haircut
on fourth Fico-

windowsill ...
neatest room on campus?
mostly extra-curricular. not curriculum ...

lea

SOu

ked in Chanel No. V ...

...
loves

The Hidden

Camera ... From "Our Gal Sunday" and "Helen
Trent" to "Can Can" and "Rachmaninoff No.2"

...

"Dem Bums" ...

easel ...

Ambition,

"If" ... The Roor is her

to make a dress

in TWO

hours.

Phyllis Lucille Keller
Home

Glen Ridge, N. J.

Economics

"Phyll"

What a bundle of energy for a mite

of a gal!

Tennis.

anyone?

Barely makes the

4th Hoor (NL) but always there
too small

confinement
Dick's

Cocktail

party

Knits sweaters

leads

to two weeks

Black sheep ... the last of brother

three sisters ...

"that's

peachy

keen" ...

sarcastic subtleties with quick retorts ... that ladylike sneeze ...
friendly interest in everyone ...
zest for life.

Barbara

Joan

Kent
Binghamton, N, y,

Economics

...

tonsillitis

at 21 , .. best [igure on the sun-deck,

"8.J,"

...

Sundays

in the country

. , dutiful

but dubious follower of Adam
...
aversion to juniper juice

breakjast ' , , Flodda light bulb,
library ...

"Don't

always a lady.

Pamela Lewis Kent
I

Chatham, ~ass.

Sociology
"Pam"
shoes

Barefoot dancer
the Pixie look ...

details
with

with a passio1 for
that critical eye for

"I know it's crazy, but ......
" ... A dre mer

her share

of common

Hawaii and the Cape ...

sense

. . . T al

"Ol., 01, O-h-h-h'

Energy and enthusiasm, determination and
cerity ... From the domestic to the aesthetic
effervescent

all ages.

charm

..

that

long

line

5

of

...
sin.

of KelJlts .......

I

whistle.

Smith ... serene
...
tennis belore

, . record lending

it hurts

my ears" ...

, _Membe, of the Big S,

Helene Ruth Kestenman
English

Providence. R. I.

Little girl's looks and big girl's brain
petent and casual ...
musical shoes.

heels ...

a friend indeed ...

. . . com"squtdgy"

Weekend Willy

... stormcoat with character ..• "Gee, it's Friday
already I"
hamburgers and tomato juice ..• a
letter a day
eyes to the future ... understanding personified ...
"that's naughty]" ...
passion
for trains
puzzles

knows obsolete words in crossword
laughing

face, big brown eyes.

Margaret Clarissa King
Chicago. III.

History
"Mag"

...

"say something

funny"

ous scholar
evenings with
Trevelyan
efficiency plus
wanting me to do something"

...

the luxuri-

George Macaulay
"It's just someone
desired balance

between brains and personality
''I'm not going
to Yale this weekend" ... Century or Pacemaker?
...
"I'm turning into an IBM machine!"
...
feudalism, the industrial revolution. and Western
Civilization
are out . , , arch-conservative
...

"Boh-Snee 1"

Jeanne Knisel
Slalen Island. N. Y.

English

"Jeannie" ...
"Tennis anyon~?" ...
you've never heard of Staten Island?"

"You mean
... no, it's

ICN-]
transferred
from Notre Dame, not in
Indiana
walks with nature and collects odd
pieces of same ... sunbathes all year ... "I just
can't write this paper, I'll have to leave college"
...

Aair for modern

poetry. her own and others.

,ljjjilJ
c

Dorothy
English

Knup

Philadelphia.

"Do-te" ...
"Anybody want a hair cut?"
:5 a.rn. paper vigil ... weekly laundry-boxes

Pa.

I· ..

't'

and

sponge cake ... always where she's needed
a
chart on every wall ...
exemplifies the ci
of
brotherly love ... plenty of C. C. spirit .....
izza
anyone 7"
"Did you know he wore a coat last
night 7"
Sprecheu Sie Daiteh? ... meticulous
...
regular Holmes Hall treks ...
"Blue ~oon"
...

vim, vigor. and vitality ...

are comfortable!"

"But these

snerkers

Elizabeth Koulomzin
French

Nyack. N. Y.

"Belly" , , , "Hey People 1" , , , the charm
is in her eyes ...

those provocative

01 Paris

eyebrows

...

volatile. quick-hearted
...
naive ...
morning
comes early ...
"What day are we today 7" ...
[es quatres [angues ... deep family roots ... solitaire ... "I possibly cannot do it" '... the sacred
springs of music ...
affectionate and affectionwinning.

Sylvia Myra Kursman
History
"Syl"

Bridgeport. Conn.
...

serious and considerate

but fun anytime

· .. take- a trip, anywhere ...
her" love. -the arts .........
her mecca, New Yark, "I love every corner of it"
· .. her cry, "Why can't 1 stop being analytical?" ...
bangs. here's tweedledee,
where is tweedledum?
· ..

goodies

...

the soft-hearted

horses and sailing ...

teacher

up in the clouds.

. Susan Elizabeth Lane
Haetfo,d. Conn.

Music
"Sue"

conscientious

space
...

...

never a minute to

daily hikes from Chapel

always

knitting

for someone

to Holmes Hall
else ...

faithful

conference attender
room neat by 7:30 a.m....
threatened
diets
machine
gun giggle ... pills
morning, noon, and night ... always a full cookie
jar ...

a generous heart .

•

Louise Arless Leve
I

Economtcs
"Arless"

...

summers

In

bermuda
Quoque,

New Y

O'k.r'

shorts and brownie
poems in Quarterly

...

...

Y.

Ec.

seminars ~n,d surveys VS. histo,~Ypapers an~ projects . ..
I m so exaggerated!
...
literarY.lleanjogs toward crossword puzzles and Winni~~thePooh . . . simultaneous
Spanish
reading
and
sweater knitting ...
has a skirt "for any oc asian
and looks trim in any shirt. ..
Everyone makes

fun of the way I walk:'

Dorothy R. Libner
East Norwalk. Conn.

Psychology

"Dot" ... bon voyage . . champagne parties ...
"It's the greatest" ... "only two hundred days to
go"

sweetness,

top

love life of the rat ... "1 think I'm forget"Is it a popover morning?" ...
the

ting!"

thoughtfulness

glories of scenic Switzerland

...

curly carrot-

"I wish

it were

later so I could go to bed"
a grinder
... competitive knitter ... sincerity-plus.

a week

Sally Elaine Lindblad
American

History

Agawam.

Mass.

"Sal" ... "Hurry up. Arch, it's time" ... surprisable
Sal ..
peppy and personable
..
musically

minded

"O.K. you botds"

canary

staunch

existan t Commons'

sings like a

Cornell ian
closet ...

that

000-

"Does your mother

know you are out tonight. Sally?" ...
the never
absent click of [cnf ttf ng needles ... always willing
to help others ...
charming to know ...
sympathetic

...

quick

feel at ease.

wit ...

knack

for making

others

Cynthia Linton
Merion. Pa.

Child Development
"Cynte"
dweller
...
Honor

frantic clothes decisions ...
stoop
"Chapple.
have you got any food?"
Court notices with faces ... an un-

swerving faith and joy in life and people ...
eloquent facial expressions ...
"Now listen. this
is really funny!" ...
pajamas with apples ...
moments of mischievous clowning ...
sincerity
and warmth
for all . . . famous last words:
"Strictly

Lorraine Lunoli
French

New Haven,

Larson's contribution to C. C ....

I

<Conn.

the imp}, liOUS

giggles ...
dimples ...
from top to bott m in
dorm living ... weekly fruit from home. .. auld
keep T ani home permanent out of busines
...
wide-eyed and bright ... "Listen to this" ... the
room wah atmosphere:
Rying ants
on the C. C. campus: wears skirts
cere. and sweet.

overdressed
qUie~. sin-

platonic.

ladies 1"

Margaret Grace Mac Vean
Pittsburgh. Pa.

Govemment
"Margs"

...

that unforgettable

"kitten sneeze" ...

Go, Go, Go . , , didja know? , , , Oh, yeah,

, ,

just look, we have another green leaf on our plant
· .. food is second to sleep ... excellent critic on
all the latest movies ... always late from vacations
· .. incessant use of the telephone ... anyone for

Sea Island? ... human alarm clock-ummm-ahhhI
· , , Hollywood ' , , lamtly-Phastantdee. Class·
Aves.

Nancy Lucia Maddi
Binghamton, N.¥.

Spanish
"Senorita

Maddi"

...

innocent

brown

eyes ...

early to bed and early to rise ...
everlasting
cheerfulness ..
optimistic ...
sincerity personified ... naive with profoundtty
... sympathy unlimited ...
a great will for achievement
a
taste for the simple, but a lover of the refined
.
loves a good time ... noted for her "Maddi-ism"
faux pas's ... "If it's Spanish. it's got to be good"
_if it's Nancy, its got to be Spanish_and
bound

to be good.

Polly Anne Maddux
History

Princeton, N.

"Pam"
braids.
right.

individuality
"It's my shade
remodel

it ...

J.

...
can't miss the long'
of green]" ... if it isn't

men

of America

converge

here. as do Great Australian
Auks ... innocents
abroad ...
those handsome
ntghtgowns
ad.
miration for professors, usually mutual
an "a
cute" sense of smell
at Carlo's ... there's
Heartburn'

,

Irene Ann Marcus
I

Mount Vernon. N. Y.

Economics
"Missy"

...

Sunday

breakfast

at one.

artistic tastes ... toujours tennis
... corporations. may they flourish
unsophisticated
... the infectious

black dress!

J . Eerie

"Ohf

yeah~"
refrjShingIy
laugh ...
that

I;terally tickles pink ... "What's

at

the movies 7"
industrious summers ... peaches
and cream complexion.
. the lamp sans equilibrium ..
Denny's "crying towel" ...
Europe,
anyone?

...

pistachio

tain of laundry

...

passion

...

week y moun-

which house is home

5

around.

.. chili at Pop's; spaghetti
always a scene when Sarah

Anne Marcuse
New York. N. Y.

History
"Annte"

...

"I'm going to mystery in ha]or"

.

blue-ribbon
mobile ...
pea-jacket by Dtor
.
SIdra books are her nemesis ... "It's just platonic"
...
Hotel Marcuse. 9c
it's not that she skis
well_her skis are too short
sympathetic Jislener
... barbarous barber ... blue shoes ... infectious
laughter
"Will somebody please criticize this
picture 7"
"Agnes is a boy" ...
always gives

gladly of herself ...

sparkle.

..

I

Mary Lee Matheson
CI,ild Development

Manhasset. N. Y.

"Lee" ... "dirty transfer" ...
· .. "somebody get my buzzer"
ing of the only man

bulletin board ...

but. oh those eyes
... "you're speak-

I'II ever love"

bird legs ...

...

fish-net

friend to all ...

constant SOurce of entertainment
...
exuberant
· .. commutes daily between nursery school and
snackbar
. "What's
your major. Lee 7" ,........,
"Chemical

Engineering"

...

her first love: physics

· .. determined to be a Southern Lady.

Ann Charlotte Matthews
English

Upper Montclair. N. J.

Early American
ancestry ...
major ...
"But your Honor"

belabored English
...
proficient ...

proposed camp weekends . . . microscopic handwriting ...
equine gallery ...
painted sneakers
and green knee socks
ranch with Sukte"

"Meanwhile,
methodical

menagerie
to perplex Ltnneaus
laureat by de'Fault ...
"dea-er"

in 14 Rat tires ... Member of the Big

Dona Ruth McIntosh
Art

DenveJ. Col.

"Grea~. unwieldy

ankles

bumptuous

Tubs

oh. those levis ...

Irith 'weak

bulwark against

the storm
open house 24 hours"[a day . . .
"Can't anyone else decorate KnowIon7"
.•.

famous lids ...

United Air Lines ~Iain support

... "Come on, Ladies" ... occasional fits of neatness ...
unfailing ...
accidental pi k and grey
lingerie . . . "Which way's the subway 7" • . •

"Corne

Big S.

.u

VISl

me

. D enver ..

In

.•.

M em
I ber

0

f t he

back at the
...
has a
K. B:s poet
Firm believer

S.

Sheila Grace McKenzie
Pittsfield. Mass.

Art
"Susie." ...

mother confessor

"dwarltng"

...

artistically, left bank material
sweetness and
light
"sure, sure" ... can't buy Bermudas long
enough
bottomless but comfortable chair ...
"Over to my place" ... treasured khakis and white
wooly monster ... "It's all mental" ... What's a

Five letter word for South African
MeKens ... Member of the Big S.

Hyena . . .

Constance Meehan
Govemment
"Ccnn'e"
bounds

...
and

Stamford. Conn.
"Guess who called?" ...
waving

smoke choked ...
sleep

...

bursting

hands

...

leaps and

goodies for the

stops talking long enough to
enthusiasm

...

year round

Santa Claus ... sincerity of impulse and endeavor
...
"maybe" and Xanadu
...
monologue at
breakfast . . . radiates affection. honest and unbounded ... the joke is in the telling ... harmony
gal.

Jane Elizabeth Mixsell
Allentown, Pa,

Economics
"Mike"

...

mass

production

hand-knits ...

guardian of the wee hours ... Town and Country
personified ...
famous .last minute rush ... Post
Preferred
with an urujer[iner
...
"elastic" leap

, . , Club of the Month
...

down
proud

Botany

Newto~. Mass.

"Effiie" ... "I' m a I oser "
and still Dean's List
animals ...
"There's

I

bl ue 5 h eet eve~y nig h t

jungle room, plants and
my favorite whistIe~ woop.

woop. woop ... unnnn nnn"
... oh. those bedroom eyes

·1.

tennis.
dance
"Let's drip holes

in t~e walls"
" Effie'~ Landscape. Serv~ce .. ,:
meticulous.
..
My rug s clean. don t step on it

, , , always happy ..
wanna

be eviL"

, "Let's tell jokes" . , . "\

DUlch

hand me

racoon coat . . . hairy bear fan club ...
possessor of curtains ... sardines at 3 a.m.

Member of the Big S,

Ethel G. Monzert

.. , Pennsylvania

monopoly on tea and crackers ...

Ellen Elizabeth
Government

Moore

New Milford. Conn.

"EI" ...
Democratic Republican
(or vice-versa)
... tall tales ... Dodge" all the way
"It's only
five scoops of ice cream" ... politician
Hannellined jeans, matching bathrobe
"There's
a
John Wayne movie corning]"
avidly reading
magazines ... Pogo ... the photomatlc ... "But
cigarettes put me to sleep" ...
"Who wants my
wait?" ... "It's due tomorrow; guess !"II stay up."

Anne Teresa Morgan
Cl-l-ildDevelopment
"Annie"
...

with

...

Torrington, Conn.

feminine and petite ...

refreshing naivity ...
every

letter ...

quiet charm

the Wisconsin,

a dime

her eyes hold the key to her

thoughts ...
seriousness of purpose ... moments
of silly nonsense ...
firmness of conviction ...
loyal ... "Have you seen my Roomie?".
. sense
of realism with a glow of romance.

Ellen Morgan
Music

Watertown,

"Rusty" ... animation
a good time ... "What
...
"Rusty,
bargain
"

Conn.

plus ... always ready for
time does that clock say7"

that is the moon" ...
"Look kids, a whole

can't resist a
bottle of hor-

mone hand lotion for only a dollar fifty" ... fresh
air fiend ... loves her gray wrap-around coat ...
unpredictable ...
always makes a narrow escape
... even a commercial can start her wiggling ...
if it's impractical it's Rusty ... our second lily
Pons. with a song in her heart for all.

I

Joan Negley
Art
"Neg"

San Antonio,
, , , "Beautiful.

Beautiful

herself ...
Manana.
manana
hither" eyes ... nervous curl
in N. Y....
"But I'm not ready"
able curiosity

...

kind ...

T exasj'

Texas

, , , j, P.

those

...

"comeinterest
~nquench-

wonderful

risposition

sud1en

... "slow-poke" ,: . " epitom~ of ~eatnejs~
. : . art
but not arty. .. Isn t that SIlly? ...
ajorrng in
crossword puzzles ...
midnight ... "you-al].
for Bridge

7"

Mexican food
now really]" ...

parties at
"Anyone

Devra

M.

Middletown. Conn.

Government
"Devv"

...

a man a year ...

fresh liveliness ...

bition ...

New berg

likes them taIl ...

CC spirit ...

Adlai in '56 ...

supreme in am-

stuffed moose head

from Harvard ... subtle wit
daily crossword
puzzles in a matter of minutes
cottage fun and
frolic ... strong will ...
sentimentalist
... glow
of light

and rosy warmth

.,

the

goodness

of

living.

Barbara Hubbert Newman
English
"Barb"

New London. Conn.
...

Commuters'

black hair and laughing

prexy and our Mrs ....
blue eyes ...

post gradu-

ation plans include joining Jack in Germany in
June (alliteration)
the car mit der rattles ...
"May J help you"
instant coHee daily ... perpetual path to whose office? ...
June-time
is
freckle-lime ...
...

"How can life be so complicated?"

always humming

a tune.

Phyllis Ann Nicoll
Physics
"PhyJ".

Hartford, Conn.
. embryonic

physicist

...

shade trouble

· .. easy chair study habits
"coffee anyone?"
· .. red hair and easy temper
animules galore
· .. all those crazy shoes ... they never make passes
at girls that wear glasses?
· .. sets her hair backwards

graphs ...

"Oh. pfftl"

must take in those skirts

Anne Ridgway Nuveen
Art

Winne ka,

"Nuveen"

...

everything

garbage. bilge and grubby
...
. ..

"Anyone

care to pose?"

"Saye
II If"t

me

Middlebury to C. C.

in three

JIll

categortes-;

"How tall i~ he?"
cosmopolit1an

kid

"J't 5 SkY K ing timeI " ...
"I should stay h~re this

weekend. but" ...
advertisement
"But you -can't ski in Chicago!"
birds ... a tale for every occasion.

for

HaIb ...

one of the

patience is a virtue
dig those crazy

that closet door ...
"Let's

face it."

Ann 1. Olstein
Woodmere. N. Y.

Government
"Annie"
room

a small voice from a far corner of the
Barrel on toothpicks ...
"Essentially,

this is what J reason" ...
discussions on government

Snack bar major
... Housejellows

and
de-

light???
good?"

. "Why
is everyone so moral and
general exuberance
...
irrepressible

tongue
momentous

nothing
problems

like
...

a good argument
and then there

...
were

three.

--'

)~

Joan Bernice Painton
English
"Jeanie"

Newton Centre, Mass.
...

The Veep ...

"You have come

around to my way of thinking" ...
powder puff
...
"Won't someone please come in my room"
... "Good morning. Joan" ... Gives meaning to
the word
going to
fixture in
"Let's go

effervescence ...
"That's the man I'm
marry" ...
raconteur imaginatit ..
401 ...
annual tryouts for Shwiffs .
to the snakie" ... radiates idealism.

Catherine Pappas
Mathematics
"Cathy"
me up"
...

Spring Held,Mass,

"If I'm studying, come in and wake
stylish dresser with a Hair for detail

science and symphonies

...

funny" . . . Another A.-what
she studied 7 ...
tious card
...

Jan Parker
Economics

Dati

"Parker-Parker"
Lux is really better

»:

From labs to the libe ...
Early to bed?
.. They

don't have
3.~
you wear a sktrt ?

...

n, Conn.

~hi~ese foo.~ ·1.. "Mus,~
Pint-size.
.. You decide

I thigk rb gettig a co'd" .. , "] got ~n A but

] didn't

deserve it" ..

What'li

you do in Darien?

showers .......
3 a day

...

"How

shark ...

comfortable,

"Well, I think it's

would happen if

tall is he 7" ...

conscien-

"I think I'm getting a

casual.

and capable.

cold"

Deborah Wisner Phillips
English

Elkton. Maryland

"Debby" ...

the charm of he< smile and the radi-

ance of her eyes ...
...

unaffected

ringing

and realistic

laughter

explication of self-knowledge
stage-jphie

...

"Oh,

...

wisdom

how hideous"

Myrtle
...

the

the gal back...

a taste

for the unusual-Dutch
shoes, lions. and twisted
candles ... "fascinating" ... the vagrant cigarette
...

all things in proportion.

Jane Plumer
Home Economics
"Janie" ...

"Plum" ...

Waban, Mass.
Brown's co-ed .....

It was

so much fun" ...
"wonderful" ...
"Who does
work?" ...
knitting socks ...
asleep by ten ...
"Love's the greatest!"
"You know Brown was
ahead six to nothing"
after dinner. "What's
for breakfast 7" ...
makes use of those unlimited
overnights
...
gets good results with little effort
...
Parisian haircut ...
ejlervescent ...
full of
conversation ... Hopes to use her major soon.

Barbara Lillian

Popiolek

Economics

New London. Conn.

"Barb" , , ' Diamond Lil , ' , Lew and the rats
. , , third finger, left hand.
,tell.tale ring in the
bathtub
...
private zoo ...
Auerbach summers
...
studious lunch periods ...
Hying down to
California
luscious
looking jello
Speaks
Russian 7
Library's best customer
"Anyone
for pizza 7" •..

"Care

Day and night in Fanning 101 ...

to tango?"

, , ' Barb's joke(?) book, , .

Visiting hours are ...

Joanne Portsch
European
"Jo" ...
breakfast
Reserved

K tonah. N. Y.

History
Peanut

butter, crackers. and coke for
Those Common's clos1 ts blues ...
those becoming glasse
...
straight

face with that sudden. bright smile..
graduate
school aspirations
WeNI's first lady ... dry

sense of humor
creative talent or Quarterly
. Comfortable
contortionist at wo k ...
"Only
"nee hundred more pages before to)morrow" ...
for whom the phone

rings ...

just

but for

collee.

Nancy Bruette Powell
Garden City. L. I., N. Y.

English
"Nance"

always in a frenzy

undaunted

determinism to get things done
tall tale told
with a straight face ...
the Tibetan Chipmunk
...
"\NiII my hair ever grow?" ...
predictably
unpredictable
stoop dweller

prom trotting Ivy [eager ...
that band box look ... creative

clat ter at the typewriter . . . Schmop Chairman
... "I can't write this headline" ... the sub zero
room ...

pertinent

cliche

for every situation.

-.

Jeanne Eva Pretz
Child Development
"Pretzel"
photogenic
one-armed

Birmingham.

those great Pretz adventures ...
one-track mind ...
"Oh, those
men 1" ... the original coffee bean ...

"we paddle. we paddle. we paddle" ...
Navy

Mich.

wife

Dolphms l ll"

"Those

aren't

big blue eyes

wings.

future
they're

that console

must be good For somethtng l?
""how do you
spell...-7" ...
more oil on that grinder, please ...
maternal

instincts.

Renee Helen Rapaporte
Providence, R. I.

English

Charm and Mademoiselle
Inc ....
always in style
adds to recipe in good looks . . . radiantly alive
· .. treasury of art and music ...
ast ...
the might and volume

cultural enthusiof voice ringeth

forever ... definite philosophy
of life ......
and life is
what you make it ...
monopoly on K. B. phone
· .. lose the quick easy way . . . determination
· .. a balanced

plan for work and fun.

Sybil McCune Rex
CoIumb s, Ohio

Economics

"Svb" . , . "Why, oh why did I ever leavfl Ohio"
· .. lackadaisical

stubbornness

...

all nig

t sieges

· .. perpetual diets ... movies, snack bar afd sleep
are a college education ...
why rush w en you
can wait ...
new shoes, a cure for all
ilments
· .. pea soup and Charles T renet ...
g'Tfeo hair
· .. so resigned ...
life's too short for wfrry ...

the stabilizer.

, , and then there were ihre,

I

Barbara Austin Rice
Botany

Dover, Mass.

"Rtcev"
Miss Efficiency ... Mother Rice ...
nature girl
sparrow ... little girl with big ideas
· .. Learned House's guiding light
her admiring throng ...
mailman's delight
amateur
photographer
. . . the mature outlook . . . the
"proper Bostonian 7" ...
boundless energy ...
baggy blue jeans. saddle shoes. and a coral jacket
· .. class beautician ... field trips ... responsible
· .. and then there was one.

Suzanne Robb
Psychology

Manchester.

"Robb" ...
"Let's face it"
weekends are really "it"

Conn.

those Dartmouth
chocolate fiend ...

always good for a laugh or three ... the prophet
... terrific bug phobia ... Charles TIenet fan ...
"Catch, Sara 7" ...
more traumatic experiences T

...

Old Ned and Old .Ieb ...

continually

turning

stages. of course) ...

over

new

life is a trap

conlltct day ...

leaves

HI

(in

[our

Caroline Robertson
English
"Sid"

Spring&eld, Ohio
...

Monday

nights

at Honor Court ...

"Well bless Bess T" ...
the girl with the paperfilled room and the date- filled weekends ... "Who
in the Sam Hill?"
...
knits on the wrong size
needles
good music and good lit
"I could
just did"
the disputed
[ieermug
Europe
hasn't

been the same since she left it

One of the Birds.

Mary Alice Robertson
English
"M ar "
...

I

Cincinnatj',OhJ
...

tormente

dE

ng T'
IS h major

K. B.'s idealIy decorated room

HO! ...

"How Cute"

...

g acious

Sou

I

hward

our model rno e] ...

every paper an all night siege ... responstv
to all
situations
gullible
"I just can't f el the
role. Con" ...
third year on the First so k ...

"What day is today 7" ...
...

conscientious

ber of the Big S.

...

Mar among th

effervescent laugh..

books
mem-

Umm-ahl

Diane Lois Robinson
Cincinnati,

Sodology
"Denny".

spontaneous-combustion

...

Ohio
"Den-

nis, the Menace" ...
the stuffed menagerie
"The Story of Three Loves" ...
clever ideas
anything unusual ...
"Wait for me" ...

.
.
not

enough weekends in the week ...
priceless photo
album ... "It must be my metabolism"
... Those
heaping platefuls
newsy Specials from Mom
. "Who. me 7"
effervescence.
Inexhausuble supply of stories ...
"Mis-sy"
those
knowing glances ... my heart belongs to Daddy.

J anet"M.

Rowe
Athol. Mass.

Government
"Jan"

-

athletic

...

annual

Bermuda

buggy-

ride
long term sock knitter ... sister of brotherly love ... lady lawyer ... no news is news to
Jan ... juju-fruits ... new wardrobe every spring
... vanf lle rrulkshakes ... escapee from an animal
farm
a belt for every occasion
starspangled
banner
N. Y. Times daily
member of the

Big S.

Ellen Mae Sadowsky
New York, N. Y.

Government
Connecticut's

fingers ...

Vogue

Buckshot

music

Athleting

Rows from her

it? ...

Pooh

· .. never too busy
Got more out of her major
than most ...
International
Relations ... Club
401 ...
sincere enthusiasm
· .. last minute physicist
· .. interior decorator

...
practical idealist
twirling in the library
Adlai's

· .. small girl but much vivacity.

Elizaheth Sager
Cali. Colombia.

Economics
"Betty" ...

K. B.' s conscientious

S A.

house president

...
blonde Venus" ...
just write in care of the
jungles .. ) .always neat.
. just one tea after another" .. Bermuda Queen ...

Hall alumna
and Candle
at G. Fox

students?"

sincerity ... Ken?aIl

deHes Nietzsche ... Dtor 01 'fig

suntanned in April ... summers
"What's
the matter with for~ign

I

loyalest admirer

Sara Ellen Shaffer
Physics

Chevy Chase, Md.

"Shale"

...

Army brat

"mum boy"

my hair

is not dyed I"

conservative

bureau
meter?

..

." no,
betting

how many freckles per square centi"Sunny is a her l" ... unexplored, but

definitely heard from, operatic aspirations
. . .
local movie reviewer ...
pocket -sized novels ...

"one of these days--" .. , that dependable blouse
. , . Miss Physicist ...
she "lived" at Wright
Patterson

...

as a matter

of fact,

those

aren't

convicts. they're my friends.

Miriam Enid Sivigny
Chemistry
"Neen"

...

Bridgehampton. N.Y.
best things

come in small packages

· .. "home in twenty minutes by plane ...........
anybody
coming?" ...
"see ya much later, going to lab"

•

· .. sleeps with eyes open ...
those chemistry
dungarees ... dressed for church in three minute~
Aat ... free Kleenex and drug supplies ... sliding
bed-board ... a small size seven ... "let" s playa
trick on Martha"

...

oh. those bureau

drawers

· .. "don't bother to wake me-c-I'I]get up,"

Katherine

Sparhawk

Zoology
"T'inka"

Smith
Richmond. Va.

...

a "dahlin"

Southern

accent ...

per-

petual pop-corn popper ...
German through the
walls
walking advertisements
for hair shampoo
unexcelled aid for Physiology sufferers
... "those cocker spaniel-like
eyes
''I've never
been so upset in all mah life 1"
a rebel in
Yankee-land
... that flirtatious manner ... "Ah
just love Van Gogh" ... quietly appreciative. , .
in the lab around

Priscilla
Economics

Boyd

Sprague

Wethersfield, Conn.

···1

"Pri'.;" ... femme fatale ... never .~vitho&l a pin
. ..
gotta do that darned seminar
famous
walk ...
several cat naps daily ...
those jelly
'.
I
bean curlers ...
mehculous
...
P.S .. I love
you

Phlbia .

... her telephone voice
tooth brush
everything in neat piles
love that des ert
those three buttons ...
hi-monthly brow ies
"Oh, I can't sland it]" ... water-fight ref ree
as sweet as they come.

.
.
.

the clock ...

sincerity plus.

Sally Jane Stecher
Art

Lakewood, Ohio

Day begins at 4:00 P.M ....

marriage

bureau

...

"Don't dutch, Ladies' , . , tragedy of the lost
goon shirt ... insatiable appetite ... just coulcln "t
find lhe right major ...
unique phraseology
...
keeps Bicycle cards in business ... political hives

...

"What do you think about population

India?"
cutouts ...

artistic
casual ...

regression

in

to kindergarten

member of the Big S.

Sylvia Barbara Stern burg
English

Brookline. Mass.

Teddy-bear

type ...

"Please, don't I look like a

Senior?"
ardent supporter of Boston-bound
trains
sparkling
at 7:00 A.M ....
can of
cookies and CoI(e in a glass ... naps before supper
... "Dance Group needs me".
sympathy personified ...
beautiful eyes, built-in eye makeup
.. , "ReIax1" .. that wonderful
summer in Europe
...
"Such a ntcc letter" ...
"Monday takes up
half the week!" ...
practical

bent.

a dreamer

of dreams. with a

Ann Marie Strosberg
Chemistry

New London, Conn.

Commuters V.P.
our contribution to honors
list ... "let's go on a diet" ... chern lab summers

... athlete of the 'Commuters Club' .. , labs both
night and day ...
practices
organ to get away
from it all ...
all those inevitable
8 0' docks
.
daily arrivals at 7:00 A.M
anchors away
.
"but I like New London"
promises, promises

. , . c.c. switchboard.

I

Annette Elaine Studzinski
Sociology

West Hartf1rd, Conn.

"Nettie" ...
thousand page papers
... survey on lower Bank Street ...
"I don't get it"
Studzinskis
...
rOT

ar1

her Porte
linguist? ...

it's always Open H9use at the
the firm tread ... agility on skits

.1· . anyone

"When did you £-irstnotice this 7"
a cold wet pack ... she got me wit

the nose.

a left to

Regina Elizabeth Tate
Sociology
"Reggie"

Deep River, Conn.
...

the million dollar

New Haven to Fort Dtx
"Oh, boo" ... individualist
ing ...

the helping hand

...

from

Nantucket
fever ...
warm understandthere's

soul and rhythm in her feet
brothers ... ash tray emptier
heart ... lobster, julienne potatoes
... antiques and old houses ...
...

smile

music in her

the collector of
cold hand, warm
and champagne
staunch friend

good to know.

Gretchen Taylor
Brockton. Mass.

Child Development
The

...

white

star has been

shining

from the needles of G. T.

ends

children
chocolate

Limehouse

Blues

for a long

time

four day weekthe children.

the

the Herald is the best ... two dips of
chip ...

Gretchen

will fix it ... prompt-

ness, efficiency. and serenity ...
her life and a King

in her future.

there's a Kitty in

Helen T eckemeyer
Geneva, III.

Sociology
The good American
...
"What'II
I wear

"Wiggy-poo"..
this weekend?"
...

on the 5 year plan ...
crow-bars ...
"What

horses
transfer

horses ...
knitting with
page' are you on7" ...

everything is real George ...
peppy
a ton of
tan from Bermuda ...
morning glory
conscientious
"Shall I [ly to Paris for spring
vacation 7"

Sally

Louise Thompson
"Highla~d,

Chemistry
Constant

and candid.

..

Where

N.\Y.

there s a will

there's a wa~,"
atoms and jets ... "It's ~,t~i
~I~
for the birds
dry sense of humor.
. .
y
did you let me miss breakfast?" ... absent-min
ed

courtS1iP

... "Let's analyze it" ... five years of
lead to a summer wedding .......
at last! ... Rashes of
cleverness ... forever travelling to see Ernie ...
night owl.

horses.

Marilyn Rita Thornton
Sociology

New London, Conn.

A black chevvy called Junior ...
...
surveys for Soc
homespun haircuts
outlook
O. B. P

interest

chic dresser
fervent reader

balanced lunches ...
"Does anyone want

abroad
those
serene

summers
at
a ride 7" ...

organized disorder ...
short trips to the library
... "Am J late again 7" ... unique schedule with
no early classes ...
"You're making fun" ...
defender

of women's

colleges.

I

Joyce Tower
Zoology

Vvolla5ton.1"la55.

Calm. cooL-and
collecLed ...
microscopic [randwriting ... last one eating in the dining room ...
studies in bed ... a pair of socks a year ... those
crazy yellow pajamas ...
the Bates banner ...
always good to the last puff.
. "Does he have a
car 7" ... penny-pincher
... those long treks to the
Maine woods ... late to bed and early to rise ...
those non-existent Boston "rs" ... never hurries.

Florence Carolyn Vars
G,eat Neck. N. Y.

Government
"Dudy"

...

that Buick

bird

...

naturally

curly

hair
lots of enthusiasm
... always ready to do
things
passion for movies and ice cream ...
sparkling brown eyes and bright smile defy displeasure ... consideration..--pIus ... cosmopolitan
array of men ...
"I'm in love againl" ... newly
acquired
perfectly
...

devotion to golf rivals love for bridge ...
black in the summer . . . Dude-ranch

Sssssss.

I
&,"C,
"Lou" ...

Dorothy Lou Voorhee
frustrated

modern art critic.

. oh, those

mid-night papers with A's ... sewing i room and
knitting constantly ... encouraging
a d engaging
listener.
..now, when I saw Kttsy"].
. poetry
abounds from her green thumb ... Tea, her grade
for an audit ...
from soup to nuts. sbrved at all
times from her portable cuisine .... anti s and faces
great for describing

the day.

:

s

Claire Wallach
English
"Mouse"
thing ...
Gus-Gus,

Shaker Heights,
.

Cleveland

has the most __of every-

"I hesitate to mention
the gadgeteer ...

Ohio

this.

the famous

but"

.

profile

.

innocents abroad ... nutty for nautical noise
.
Miss Effidency , , . got her byline ... Jack of all
trades. mastered the pun ... right 99 44/1 OOro of
the time. , . 3,00 A.M. Hnds Mouse just down
shifting into 3rd.

Janet Weiss
Chestnut

Economics
"Janie"
sincerity
February

Dauphin?

...

\'

classical music

this is to be neat year ...
graduation ... determination

studies?"
...
those changes?
the direct approach ... "You'll

Hill, Mass.
.

bridge
.
... "Who

before dinner ...
just love Baby Ec"

...
perpetual weekender
., casual
.. with
Winthrop' 5 brother Dick ... "He's such a Iamb"
...
good natured
knitting ...
generous ...
Crossword Puzzler
a unique manner ... those
eyes that are not only for seeing.

Naney Ruth Weiss
Economics
"Nance"

Kingston, Pa.
...

"Miss Weese,

376 packed with Wall

telephone"

...

Box

Street Joumals and letters

...
usually stops before the fiFth chocolate pudding ... "anybody have a match 7"
one of the
bridge crew regulars ...
petite
closet full of
clothes ...
girl giggler. even at own jokes ...
number eight carrel always occupied.

Kathryn Benton Fhite
Sellckley, Pa.

History
"Kitty"

...

History

cribbage. and bridge
waiting for Gretchen

major. minoring

spring of freshman year
gift of ga
You ...
"More meat. anybody 7" ...

porter of the N. Y. N. H. & H ....
White

of humor

"Let's face it" ...

"Who

in soliJaire,

shoes. shoes.jshoes
"pathetic.
pa hettc']
...
Miss
avid sup-

telep one. Miss

the hicc ping sense

can 1 Fix him up vith?" ...

cottage cheese, jelly, and crackers.

.
.

Joanne Lorraine Williams
Child Development
"Jo" ...

Bostonian

Siren ...

Wellesley.

Mass.

unforgettable

hours

at the nursery school ... candy from Grandfather
... "I can't go out. What ttme ?" ... sympathetic
. "I don',

have time to study,

guess

I'll just

memorize it"
. NA VYl Blue and Gold
Honors and Fulbright take too much time ...
"But it's the olives I like."

'7'

R;

'",

0

1/

Nancy Alexandra Wilson
Chemistry

..Palmerton,

Pa.

"Willy" ... devilish sense of humor.
. boundless energy ...
stolen necessities from shower
stalls
.. studying to "Milkman's Matinee" ..
patched dungarees from lab labors ... Deutsch, a
two year nightmare
..
deep thoughts for the
selected few
., conscientious
worker
., ritual
hi-weekly shampoos ...
a menace on any basketball court
private gallery of o iIs ... humorous
frankness
fun personified in Willy's indomi-

table zest for life.

Rosalyn

Winchester

Home Economics

"Roz" ...

Westwood.

Mass.

that baked bean accent ... "I can't do

a thing' with my hair!" ...
willing and ready listener
giggle
"Oh gees!" ...

good natured ...
a
. . . that infectious
loves art. banet and

F Teddie
those candid Hash pictures ... "No,
not really 1"
can always be found sleeping ill
the library
"One never knows" ... quiet and
sweet ... forever late ... innocent looks can't hide
mischievous acts.

Mary Miller
English

Pwvidenc~.

?retchen and Spirit
In theater
and ~,rt

to study . ..

small minds" ...

Wrubel
R.

J.

newly recognizedltalent's
the knack of knowing when

Consistency is the hObg,lin
"How about a small na

of

before

·
7"
h'at 5 Mary ... the
t
• ••
t h'at 5 no boy,.........t
dmner
hat with the pretty ugly
"School's Fine. but
Ben's wonclerlull" ...
driftwood ...
Einftein in
spare time ... inner tranquility shines through.

Judith Clare Yank.auer
English

New York, N. Y.

"Judy"
smart look ... early to bed ........
early to
rise
infinite amount of concentration
...
a
paper a day ... semester's work done in one week
... six o'clock phone calls ... sighs of heaven
.
mighty-mighty
drive ...
a pocketful of wit
.

lasting friend ... a life well planned ... "But he
told me to gain weight I" ... N. Yo, N. H. & H.
commuter's

ticket ...

Hawless complexion.

,.~,
•
c

]

Leona Marjorie Zeichner
Spanish
"Lee"

...

Brooklyn. N. Y.
wide eyed naivete

...

vivacious

...

the proofreading
behind
those
"three
A.M.
papers" ... "only 45 days 'tir vacation" ... "roy
room is so empty TOO •••
the perpetual self-analysis
... It's simply a question of unconscious motivation ...
mysterious determination
for fingernails
in May '53 ...
New Haven. Newport. Norfolk
next stop is for life with Len.

MISSING

12

PERSONS

I. Harriet Putnam
2. Judy Brown Cox
3. Sally Howe Richards
4. Ann Stewart Brown
5. Jan King Evans
6. Diane Lawrence
7. Ann Christensen
8. Glenda Lee
9. Sally White Allen
10. Eve Steele Barrell
II. Tove Ditmer
12. Judith Gordon Saks
13. Laurel Kaplan Swaye
14. Lois Starr Kemble
15. Trica Brooks Skidmore

,
\,

13

1\
14

..
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Senior
This is Connecticut Col~~ge. The murmuring senior class men
Wrinkled with care, an~ in garments black. indistinct in the half-light,
Stand like prophets of old, with .voices weak and despondent,
.
Stand like scarecrows wleary, with eyes red-rImmed and drooping.
Loud with its sounds of foghorns, the submarine-laden river
.
Speaks, and in accents ~ncotaging answers the wall of the semors.
This is Connecticut Co lege.
Leaped like the [rosh. w en s
Where are the snack-shfP co
Girls whose lives glide'l0n,
Frightened by shadows

C

But wh~re are the hearts that beneath it
e hears III F annmg the VOIceof the Dean?
girls, the backbone of our collegeependent on CIgarettes and coHee,

ca ories.

Gone is the pleasant s ack-shop. and the girls forever departed!
Scattered like dust and leavrls, when the mighty blasts of New London
Seize them, and whirl ,hem aloft, and sprinkle them far o'er the ocean.
Naught but memory remain of the pleasant idlers of Connecticut.
Ye who believe in hop s an degrees, and endurance and patience,
Ye who believe in the trug Ie and strength of. woman's education,
List to the last song of
h sung by the seniors of the college.
List to a tale of work i
derne, home of Connecticut seniors.
In New London Coun ,0
the shores of the Basin of Thames,
Distant. secluded, still. the I;ttle College of Connecticut
Lay on the sunny hills de.
Somewhat apart from t e village, and nearer the Coast Guard Academy,
The freshmen, lo,,:,est f le~rned mankind, dwell in the wooden dorms,
And wIth them, dIrect ng tIle household, a gentle housefellow lives
Like a mother hen wit her Chickens. White as the snow are her locks
From enforcing quiet l\.ours. Banners of blue and maroon hang from the

I

walls of these ~ouse~,
..
And the peaceful stre t of Mohegan IS pierced by the ring of a talking
invention.

Thus dwelt together i
Dwelt in the love of c
Fear, that reigns with
Neither locks had the
But their dwellings w
Then came the fatef

love these simple Connecticut freshmen.
unty and Yale. Alike they were free from
report cards, exams and professors.
to their doors, nor bars to their windows;
re happy as day and the hearts of the owners.
June, and many among them were fallen.

History
In their second year the sophomores. banded tightly together
In buildings old. covered with Ivy of England.
Shrouded themselves in gloom. and entered a terrible season.
Sophomore slump it was called; a monster of huge proportions.
The men of the year gone by were dating their younger sisters.
The faces of teachers once loved glared with disdain and derision.
Gone were the Coastie mixers, gone were the kind senior sisters.
Gone,........ and ne'er to return.

Just at the spirit's lowest, when the Sophomore's heart was faintest,
A challenge arose and was taken. to seize the junior hanner.
Disguised in leaves of the oak tree. they lurked behind pillars and curtains.
But thwarted in reaching their goal. they again slopped into depression.
Then Sophomore Hop came at last, and two-headed males abounded.
But springtime takes its toll. and soon our numbers were lessened
By wedding bells and engagements, and a creeping disease called probation.

Thus we became proud juniors. those of us who were strongest.
Those who could bear the whips. the Hoggings of our tormentors.
We struggled to be proficient. and performed for happy fathers,
Fathers grown old with worry, and semi-yearly expenses.
Then came the month' of May, and the yearbook portraits were taken.
But alas. our faces were grey. and our eyes were deep and sunken.
Gone was the bloom on our cheeks, gone the sparkling laughter,
Gone .......
ne'er to return.

Still stands Connecticut College; and still beneath its shadow,
Side by Side, in the halfIight. we. the seniors are standing.
Under the humble walls of the lillie Connecticut College,
A lillIe apart from the village. we stand. unknown and unnoticed.
Daily the tides of life go ebbing and Howing beside us.
Hundreds of throbbing hearts. where ours are numb forever.
Hundreds of aching brains. where ours no longer are busy.
Hundreds of weary feet, where ours have completed the journey.
Still stands Connecticut College; but under the shade of its buildings
Dwell other students, with other customs and habits.
Maidens still wear bandannas, and dress in coats of raccoon.
And by the evening fire repeat their homework assignments.
While, deep with its sound of foghorns. the submarine-laden river
Speaks. and in accents encouraging. answers the wail of all seniors.
JEAN ANNE GILLIS.
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Senior
ABBOTT, JOAN
101 Chestnut st., Camden, Me.
ADAMS, JANICE
21 Prospect gt., Whitinsville,
Mass.
ALCORN, ELIZABETH
58 Main 51., Suffield, Conn.
ALDRICH, JOAN
Main St., East Douglas, Mass.
ANDERSON, LEILA
15 Johnson St., Ansonia, Conn.
ASHKINS, SALLY
Providence
Rd .. Blackstone,
Mass.
BERNSTEIN, MARCIA
233 Mosher Ave .. Woodmere,
N. Y.
BLAKE, CAROL LEE
4 Stratford Rd .. West Hartford, Conn.
BLAU, NANCY
61 S. Munn St .. East Orange, N. J.
BRIGGS, JEAN
Metcalf Rd., Willoughby,
Ohio
BRITTAIN, BEATRICE
Lake Beatrice, Dundee, Ill.
BROBST, ELIZABETH SMITH
754 Arch St., Williamsport,
Pa.
BROWN, JOEN
1404 North Central. Chateau Royal, Glendale,
alif.
BRUNDAGE, JOAN SILVERHERZ
R.F.D. No.2. Rockville. Conn.
CAMP, EMnIE
33 Copley St .. Newton 58, Mass.
CATLEDGE, MILDRED
450 East 63 St .. New York. N. Y.
CHAPPLE, CAROLYN
5558 AyIesboro Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
CHILD, MARTINA
415 Belgrano, Quilmes, F.C.G.R .. Argentina
CICHOWITZ, CONSTANCE
51 Newington Rd .. Elmwood. Conn.
CLEVELAND, ELIZABETH
429 Pelham Manor Rd., Pelham Manor 65. N.
CLYMER, MARY
25 River Rd .. Wethersfield.
Conn.
COHEN, MARSHA
51 Robinson Ave .. Glen Cove. N. Y.
CONNOLLY, EVELYN
33 Rose Hill Ave .. New Rochelle, N. Y.
CONNOR, CAROL
9601 Sutherland
Rd .. Silverspring,
Md.
CROSS, ANNE
Knollwood Dr .. Rochester. N. Y.
CUNNINGHAM, NENA
936 Berkshire. Grosse Pointe 30. Mich.
DAILEY, PATRICIA
10 North Ridgewood Park, South Orange. N. J.
DALY. JANE ANN
Williams Road, Wallingford,
Conn.
DEMAREST. CONSTANCE
258 Clinton Pl., Hackensack,
N. J.
DE TAR, MARGARET
R.D. No.2, Downington, Pa.
DOYLE, GWYNN
218 Twin Oak aa, Akron, O.
DYGERT, ANN
119 W. Sherwood Terrace, Fort Wayne. Ind.
EVANS, NANCY C.
&01 Trent Ave .. Wyomissing, Pa.
FARLEY, CONSTANCE
890 Evergreen Ave., Mt. Carmel, Conn.
FELDGOISE, JOAN
101 N. Mt. Pleasant Rd .. Philadelphia
19, Pa.
FENN, JANET
311 Oakdale Rd., Baltimore 10, Md.
FENNING, CYNTHIA
515 Jackman Ave .• Fctirfield. Bridgeport,
Conn.
FISHER, MARY ANN
411 Laurel Blvd .. New Castle, Pa.

FLICKINGER. EVANS
2 Harbor Lane, Brooklyn 9, N. Y.
FLICKINGER. MARTHA
2 Harbor Lane, Brooklyn 9. N. Y.
FRANKEL, ALETA
411 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
FRIEDMAN, ELIZABETH
21 Parkman
St., Brookline 46. Mass.
GAFFNEY, SUZANNE
81 Bradley
Ave.. East Haven,
Conn.
GARBER, CLAIRE
4217 Gwynne
Ave .. Memphis, Tenn.
GARDNER, CAROL
Atkins St .• R.F.D. No.1.
Middletown,
Conn.
GARFIELD, JOHANNA
34 Bellport Lane, Bellport,
N. Y.
GARLICK, BARBARA
22 Glenside
Ter .. Upper Montclair, N. J.
GARTLAND, NANCY
19 London Dr .. Hamden.
Conn.
GEHLMEYER, JEANNE
64 Great Oaks Rd .. Roslyn Heights, L. I., N, Y,
GILLIS, JEANANNE
343 Fairmount
Ave., Jersey City 6, N. J.
GODETTE, SARA
1409 Prospect
Ave., Bronx 59. N. Y.
GOLDSTEIN. ELAINE
14 Stonehenge
Rd .. G.reat Neck, L. I.. N. Y.
GOODFRIEND, GLORIA
110 Riverside
Drive, New York 24, N. Y.
GOODMAN, MARIAN
2108 Sulgrave
Ave .. Baltimore
9, Md.
GREENE, SUSAN
R,F.D. No, 2, Amherst,
Mass.
GROSS, JANET
2420 Marcy Ave .. Evanston.
Ill.
,GUERIN, BARBARA
61 Central St .. Narragansett.
R. I.
GURNEY, ANITA
309 W, Elm sr., Brockton, Mass,
HAMADY, NORMA
1115 Detroit St .. Flint, Mich.
HANFT, PHYLLIS
182-18 Tudor Rd .. Jamaica.
N. Y.
HARRIS, ADELINE
442 Brook st., Providence,
R. I.
HAVILAND, JUDITH
45 Lincoln Ave .. Lansdowne,
pe.
HEAGNEY. ANN
Apartado
49. Havana,
Cuba
HERMAN, JOAN
.
125 E. 84 St .. New York, N. Y.
HIRSHHORN, SUSAN
25 Grove St .. New London, Conn.
HOROWITZ, CAROL BERNSTEIN
21 Gralynn
Rd .. Newton Centre. Mass,
HUSE, LASCA
21 Court St .. Bath, Me.
JOHNSON, MARILYN
9 Audubon
Rd., Lexington.
Mass.
KEARNS, NORA
196 Wilshire
Rd., Rochester
10, Ii- Y.
KEATING, LOIS
6 Carteret
PI.. Garden
City, N. Y.
KELLER, PHYLLIS
344 Washington
St., Glen Ridge, N. J,
KENT, BARBARA
45 Lathrop
Ave .. Binghamton,
N. Y.
KENT. PAMELA
Old Harbor
Rd., Chatham,
Mass,
KESTENMAN, HELENE
86 Woodbury
St., Providence
B I
KING, MARGARET
'
. •
5801 Dorchester
Ave .. Chicago,
Ill.
KNISEL. JEANNE
23 C;~a;. Grove Beach Club, New Dorp, Staten Island 6,

Directory
KNUP, DOROTHY
718 E. Phil-Ellena 51.. Philadelphia
19, Pa.
KOULOMZIN, ELIZABETH
38 Glen Byron Ave., South Nyack, N. Y.
KURSMAN. SYLVIA
1128 Wood Ave., Bridgeport 4. Conn.
LANE, SUSAN
197 Ox'ord 51.. Hartford 5, Conn.
LEVE, LOUISE ARLESS
1155 Park Ave" New York 28. N. Y.
LIBNEB, DOROTHY
21 Myrtle St .. East Norwcl1k, Conn.
LINDBLA'D, SALLY
BO Reed St., Agawam, Mass.
LINTON. CYNTHIA
609 Zollinger Way. Merion. Pa.
LUPOLI, LORRAINE
576 Chapel 5t.. New Haven, Conn.
MacVEAN.
MARGARET
204 S. Lexington Ave .. Pittsburgh S, Pa.
MADnt

NANCY

3 Campbell
MADDUX.

Road Ct., Binghamton.
POLLY

N. Y.

ANNE

9 Newlin Rd., Princeton. N. J.
MARCUS, IRENE
167 Commonwealth Ave .. Mount Vernon, N. Y.
MARCUSE. ANN
25 E. 86 St .• New York, N. Y.
MATHESON, MARY LEE
170 Reminqlon Rd.. Manhasset,
N. Y.
MATTHEWS, ANN
280 Uppel' Mounlain Ave .. Upper Montclair, N. J.
MclNTOSH, DONA
100 Vine St .. Denver 5, Colo.
McKENZIE. SHEILA
26 Brunswick SI.. Pittsfield, Mass.
MEEHAN, CONSTANCE
Woolsey Rd .• Stamford, Conn.
MIXSELL, JANE
ISO N. 28 St., Allentown, Pa.
MONZERT, ETHEL
280 HiQhland Ave .. West Newlon 65, Mass.
MOORE, ELLEN
14 Wellsville Ave., New Milford, Conn.
MORGAN. ANN
81 Pearl St., Torrington, Conn.
MORGAN, ELLEN
Taft School. Watertown, Conn.
NEGLEY, JOAN
300 Paseo Encinal, San Antonio, Tex.
NEWBURG, DEVRA
41 S. Main
Middletown, Conn.
NEWMAN, BARBARA
IS Konomoc St" New London, Conn.
NICOLL, PHYLLIS
979 West Boulevard,
Hal'tford 5, Conn.
NUVEEN, ANNE
5 Indian Hill Rd., Winnetka,
Ill.
OLSTEIN, ANN
25 Wyckoff PI" Woodmere,
L. I.. N. Y.
PAINTON, JOAN
47 Dolphin Rd .. Newton Cenler 59, Mass.
PAPPAS, CATHERINE
36 Belleview Ave., Springfield,
Mass.
PARKER, JAN
Tairmead Rd .. Darien, Conn.
PHILLIPS, DEBORAH
Whiteoaks.
Elkton, R.T.D. No.3,
Leeds, Md.
PLUMER, JANE
165 Windsor Rd., Waban 68, Mass.
POPIOLEK, BARBARA
65 Mountain Ave .. New London, Conn.
PORTSCH, JOANNE
Cherry St .. Kalonah, N. Y.
POWELL, NANCY
61 Huntington Rd.. Garden City, N. Y.

sr..

PRETZ, JEANNE
745 Williamllbury,
Birmingham,
Mich.
RAPAPORTE, RENEE
395 Rochambeau
Ave .. Providence,
R. I.
REX, SYBIL
2612 Fair Ave., Columbus 9, Ohio
RICE, BARBARA
Cenler St" Dover, Masl.
ROBB, SUZANNE
68 Adelaide Rd .. Manchester,
Conn.
ROBERTSON, CAROLINE
Signal Hill Rd., Springfield,
Ohio
ROBERTSON, MARY ALICE
2503 Handasyde
Ct .. Cincinnati 8, Ohio
ROBINSON, DIANNE
1802 Northcut Ave .. Cincinnati, Ohio
ROWE, JANET
Wellt Hill, Athol, Mass.
SADOWSKY, ELLEN
120 W. 86 St •• New York 24, N. Y.
SAGER, ELIZABETH
Calle 8 Nol'te No. 3-25 Cali, Colombia, S. A.
SHAFFER, SARA
4803 Langdrum Lane, Chevy Chase, Md.
SIVIGNY, MIRIAM ENID
Bridgehampton,
L. I., N. Y.
SMITH, KATHARIN~
501 Club Dr" Richmond, Va.
SPRAGUE, PRISCILLA
83 Beverly Rd .. Wethersfield,
Conn.
STECHER, SALLY
12962 Lake Ave .. Lakewood 7, Ohio
STERNBURG, SYLVIA
17 Newell Hd., Bl'ookline, Mass,
STROSBERG, ANN
32 Walden Ave .. New London, Conn.
STUDZINSKI, ANNETTE
71 Wardwell Rd .. West Hartlol'd. Conn.
TATE, REGINA
Deep River, Conn.
TAYLOR. GRETCHEN
65 Greenfield St .. Brockton 46, Mass.
TECKEMEYER, HELEN
518 Easton Ave .. Geneva, Ill.
THOMPSON, SALLY
Vineyard
Ave .. Highland,
N. Y.
THORNTON, MARILYN
459 Broad SI., New London. Conn.
THORPE, NAN APPELL
14 Bradley 51.. Bristol, Conn,
TOWER, JOYCE
397 Highland Ave .. Wollallton 70, Mass.
V ARS, FLORENCE
41 Windsor ae.. Great Neck, L, I .. N. Y.
VOORHEES, DOROTHY LOU
3939 Easl Ave., Rochester 18, N. Y.
WALLACH, CLAIRE
3256 Lansmere Rd., Shaker Heights 22, Ohio
WEISS, JANET
107 Monadnock Rd., Chestnul Hill 67, Mass.
WEISS, NANCY
46 E, Dorrance sr.. Kingslon, Po.
WHITE, KATHRYN
Backbone Rd .. Sewickley,
Pa.
WILLIAMS, JOANNE
61 Old Colony Rd., Wellesley
Hills, Mass.
WILSON, NANCY
226 Delctwrrre Ave .. Palmerton,
Pa.
WINCHESTER, ROSALYN
433 Can Ion sr.. Westwood,
Mass.
WRUBEL, MARY MILLER
59 Emeline SI .. Providence.
R. I,
YANKAUER, JUDITH
299 Park Ave" New York 17, N. Y.
ZEICHNER, LEONA
920 E. 17 sr., Brooklyn 30, N. Y.

PATRONS

OF THE CLASS OF 1954

Mr. and Mrs. Donald P. Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Baylis G. Aldrich
Mr. and Mrs. Emil H. Anderson
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Ashkins
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

and
and
and
and

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

J.

Bernstein

Wilson Blake
Leslie L. Blau
John Briggs
Thomas R. Camp

Mr. and Mrs. Turner Catledge
Mr. and Mrs. J ojm Catto, J r.

Mr. and
Mr. and
Mr. and
Mr. and

Mrs. Bennett S. Chapple, Jr.
Mrs. Edward J. Cichowitz
Mrs. David G. Cohen
Mrs. John W. Connolly

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Knisel
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Kursman
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Libner

Mr. and Mrs. O. Eric Lindblad
Mr. Wallace R. Linton
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Yean
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. ] ohn. A.
Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs.

Joseph Marcus
Marcuse
Martin Matheson
William F. Matthews

Mr. and Mrs. Alex Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin 1. Mixeell
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Monzart
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick H. Moore
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Morgan

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond W. Cross

Mr. and Mrs. I von C. Newberg
Mr. William S. Nicoll

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Cunningham

Mr. and Mrs. John Nuveen

Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Dailey
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Daly
Dr. and Mrs. Clifford W. Dygert

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob B. Olstein
Mr. and Mrs. Peter J. Pappas
Mrs. E. Henry Portsch

Mrs. Gertrude H. Euzent

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rapaporte

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel S. Feldgoise

Mr. R. M. Rex
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood J. Robb
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Robertson

Mr. and Mrs. Richard

J. Connor

The Rev. and Mrs. Don Frank Fenn

Mr. and Mrs. Edward I. Fisher
Dr. and Mrs. W. Gordon Flickinger
Mr. and Mrs. Harold O. N. Frankel
Mr. Henry E. Friedman
Mr. Charles J. Gaffney
Mr. and Mrs. I. Garber
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Garlick
Mr. and Mrs. Val C. Gehlmeyer
Mr. Robert Val Gehlmeyer
Mrs. George Gillis
Colonel and Mrs. R. L. Greene
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick E. Gross
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Guerin

Mr. and Mrs. William T. Heagney
Mr. and Mrs. H. Augustus

Huse

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

and
and
and
and

Mrs. Frederic K. Johnson
Mrs. Wilfrid M. Kearns
Mrs. William J. Keating
Mrs. Frederick A. Keller

Mr.

and Mrs. Max Kestenman

] udge and Mrs. C. Edward Rowe

Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Sadowsky
Mr. and Mrs. Gerhard Sager
Colonel and Mrs. F. C. Shaffer
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Sivigny
Mr. Dudley T. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Morris S. Smith
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Stecher
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Stern burg

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Strosberg
Mr. and Mrs. R. Studzinski

Mr. and Mrs. A. O. 'Ieckmeyer
Mr. A. E. Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Wallach
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Weiss

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. White, Jr.
Mrs. L. A. Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. Yankauer
Mr. and Mrs. George Zeichner

"SAVE IN A SAVINGS BANK"
The Original Home for Savings

RIVIERA

Member of
The Savings Banks Deposit Guaranty
Fund of Conn., Inc.

ON MANHASSET

PORT WASHINGTON, L. I., N. V.

THE SAVINGS BANK
OF NEW LONDON
63 MAIN

BAY

STREET

Long Island's Most

New London, Con n.

Picturesque

Restaurant

Phone 2-5289

and
Supper Club

J. F. DENISON
WALLPAPER, PAINT & GLASS

Open to the Public Year Round
M HOWARD

STREET

New London. Conn.

*

REALTORS

Industrial Sales and Leases - Property Management·

* MORTGAGE

Appraisals

LENDERS

Residential, Commercial and Industrial Real Estate Financing

*

BUILDERS

Modernization. Improvements, Additions, and Repairs

LESLIE

BLAU
Home

50 Commerce

ENTERPRISES

Office

sr, Newark, N. J.

Mitchell 2-0468

Branches in: Paterson, Trenton, Camden, Vineland, Ocean City

Tel. 8802

THE BOOKSHOP,

COMPLIMENTS

INC.

The best in Fiction and Non Fiction
GREETING CARDS

OF

STATIONERY

Prompt Service on Speda.1 Orders for
Cclleterel
Reading
'Complete

line of Modern

CHURCH

& MERIDIAN'STREETS
New London

A. E. THOMPSON

Library'

Inc. 1901

Est. 1876

THE DARROW & COMSTOCK
COMPANY

MOHICAN
281 State

Telephone
Street

250 ROOMS WITH

Distributors

Luncheon.
MARINE

and BUILDERS' HARDWARE
MILL SUPPLIES
CONN.

We Cater

Phone 5357

BATH

and Dinners Served Daily

RESTAURANT

end COCKTAIL

Parking
9486 BANK STREET. NEW LONDON,

HOTEL
4341
New London, Conn.

LOUNGE

Lot in Rear

to Reunions, Weddings,
Ample Facilities

and Conventions

ABC FILM COMPANY

GORRA BROS.

74 BAN K STREET
New London, Conn.

WHOLESALE
FRUIT and VEGETABLES

365 BANK ST., NEW LONDON,

EVERYTHING

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CONN.

Tel. No. 4309

COMPLIMENTS
Est. 1907

Tel. 5868

OF

WRIGHT & DITSON
DIVISION

OF SPALDING

CONFECTIONERS AND CATERERS

SALES CORP.
Luncheons ~ Afternoon Teas
Cocktails.
Fountain Service·
D.inners
Birthday Cakes
"Connecticut's"

Best

Loved Tradition

I,

Phone 4955
Each College Year Brings Us

+0

BRATERS

GARDNER

Agent

Where We Find
CARDS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

STORAGE CO.

AERO MAYFLOWER

TRANSIT CO.

ART SUPPLIES
HANDBAGS

- JEWELRY - LUGGAGE

18 BLACKHALL

STREET

New London, Conn.

THE STYLE SHOP
128 STATE STREET
Complete

COMPLIMENTS
OF THE

Sportswear Department
Feoturing

JANTZEN

- WHITE STAG - GARLAND
KNITWEAR

CAMPUS

RESTAURANT

COMPLIMENTS
OF

Best Wishes

MICHAEL'S

DAIRY

to the

CLASS OF 1954
THE HOLLY HOUSE

ON CAMPUS

IN TOWN

THE TASTE THAT TELLS
THE FLAVOR THAT SELLS
THE FINEST UNDER THE SUN

MALOOF'S ICE CREAM CO.
372 and 555 BANK STREET
NEW LONDON

A SNACK A DAY

COM PLI M ENTS

OF

IS THE C. C. WAY
COLLEGE DINER INC.
VISIT OUR

SANDWICH

SHOP

Under New Management

COMPLIMENTS
OF

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
929 BANK STREET

NEW LONDON,

CONNECTICUT

Elsie Demis

Tel. 6740

I

POWDER PUFF BEAUTY SALON

MALLOVE'S

FREDERIC'S WIRELESS

.,d

JEWELERS

HELEN CURTIS COLD

PERMANENT

WAVES

HAIR TINTING
Complete
Beauty Service

RECORDS

38 Green
74 Stete Street

St. (Over Palace Restaurant)
NEW LONDON

I Block form State St.

BEST WISe ES
TO
CONNECTICUT

OLLE( E

MR. and ~ RS.
HAROLD O. N. FRANKEL

I
Your Favorite

Food

Sopping

FRESH FRUITS - VEGETAB ES Dairys and

snackll

Store
ROCERIES

Galor~

BElT BROS. SUP RMARKET
Corner

Main and Ma onic streets
Also Store on B nk St.
NEW. LOND

N
NORWICH.

GROTON

COMPLIMENTS

Since

I

191

FISHER Florisj Corp.

OF

COURTESY DRUG STORE
119 STATE STREET

Tel.: 3-5800 or 3-5960

I

104 STATE STrEET
New Londo

New London, Conn.

COMPLIMENTS
OF

ROBERT ROLLINS

J. SOLOMON, INC.
OFFICE SUPPLY

Specializing

in Blazers

30 MAIN

ST.. NEW LONDON,

Telephone

Honored to Serve

CONN.

80-46 - 2-2032

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
FOR WOMEN

832 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE

GRamercy 7-18D2

BOOKSHOP

COMPLIMENTS

COMPLIMENTS

OF

OF

THE BOSTON CANDY KITCHEN
190 STATE STREET

SMITH & HEGNER
ARCHITECTS

r:JJo ~ #()
~t

b
(\

Uf~

SHU-FIX

Members A.I.A.

/J

SHOES REPAIRED
WHILE YOU WAIT
11 MAIN

tJ

ST.

~3

I~
DENVER, COLORADO

Compliments of ...

MAGNA~RtN

INCORPORATED

TRANSFO~MERS AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

l

WALTER:

246 SCHUiER

GARLICK,

JR., PRESIDENT

AVE., KEARNEY, NEW JERSEY

Best wishes from a
Philadelphia Dad who
graduated

and who,

SHORE LINE BUS CO.
because of this,
missed his last
Father's Day.

Compliments

of ...

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON, INC.
320 PARK AVEN'UE
Worcester,

Massachusetts

QUALITY ARMS ...
FAMOUS THE WORLD OVER

STARR BROS., INC.
Your Rexall
"We

can buy everything

cigaretres,
ANYDAY,
TW

cosmetics,

D.rug Store
we

need at Srerr's->

films, anything!"

ANYTIME-WE'LL

CASH

YOUR CHECKS

FREE DELIVERIES TO THE DORMS DAILY

Tel. 2-4461

I 10 State Street

EXQUISITE

FOOTWE"AR

by Mary Jane

COMPLIMENT

Featured

OF

JOHN

IRVING

A FRIEN

at

SHOE STORE

88 STATE STREET
New London

COMPLIMENTS
OF

A DAD
FROM
NEW

I

CASTLE, PA.

BEST WISHES

TO THE

CLASS OF 1954

DUDEENE
RESTAUR INTI

TIDY PRODUCTS CO.
Manufacturers

101 North Bank St.

Newl London

• "TlDYKINS"

- INFANTS'

SNO~SU.ITS

of
a,d CHILDREN'S

end SPORTSWEAR

Of

OF

PIPPY'S

A FRIEND

RESTAURANT
110

.II

(I viand

•

Health

Mu eum

..

......

........

•

/

FOrdham

CHAS. W: SCRAN ON & CO.
Members New York Stock Exchange

GRamercy

7-2562

TREE MARK SHOE
Men's, Women's

and

COMFORT

7·4440 - 4438

CO., Inc.
Children's

SHOES

302 STATE STREET - NEW LONDON
Scientific

'Fitting

TEL. 2-4301
Jl6
INVESTMENTS SI,,\CE 18 I

EAST KINGSBRIDGE
Bronx, N. Y.

ROAD

NEW HAV8N
6 AND

COMPLlME~

B DELANCEY
New York

STREET

TS
Keep up with events in the world,
the nation

and, the community.
READ

SINGER SEWING MAC HINE
COMPA" Y

THE NEW

LONDON

Delivered

25 MAIN STRrET

DAY

on campus

New London

FERRY TAVERN HOTEL
"On the Connedic

THE SPORT

Riverl'

Exclusive Apparel

OLD LYME, CONNrTICUT
"Intimate

SHOP

Telephone 595

Dining in Excr_ent Taste"

J

302 STATE STREET
Closed

Tuesdcys

...
COMPLlMEN]S
OF

for Quality

Up-to-the-minute
Latest in Housewares

Merchandise

from

Foshions to the
and Homefurnishingsl

GENUNG'S
JOH:R~~n~O~~S~UY

Department

Stores

WESTCHESTER e nd CONNECTICUT

Compliments

of

A DAD

•

DRESSES

• COATS
•

SUITS
•

FORMALS

I •
BERN

RAINWEAR

RD S

253 STAT

BEST WISHES
to the

STRE T

CLASS OF 1954
Entire Hotel Protected

by Autom tic Fire Sprinklers

from

THE SAGERS

Room
Dinner

Coffee
Shop

Banquet
Rooms

Men's

B"
Reservations

Kindly Rhone ,fbson

STATE STREET

New

3-5371

London,

Conn.

I
STUDENT

AC

IDEN

PLAN

COMPLIMENTS

LAURENCE

. jcEWEN
OF

Insu ance
302 STATE

ST., NEW

LONDON

The
FIRST NATIONAL

BANK of BOSTON
Founded

1784

YOUR A. & P.
MANAGERS AND CLERKS

HAVANA

8RANCH

HARTFORD
NATIONAL

BANK

If your clothes
are

and

NOT becoming
to YOU

TRUST COMPANY
Serves you from six convenient

offices

Niantic

Stonington

Mystic

They SHOULD be
coming

to SHALETT'S

Old Saybrook

250 STATE STREET
6/ BANK STREET
NEW LONDON
Member of Federal Reserve System

The Shalett Cleaning
and Dyeing Co.
2-6 MONTAUK

AVENUE

Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

New London, Conn.
Established in 1792

IT'SALWAYSGAY

with DANNY SHEA

Golden Street

New London

THE

COMET
NEW

PRESS,
YORK

14

INC.

•

"j'VE NEVER HAD A GOOD

6 _5x7 AND

ONE DOZEN

PICTURE

WALLETS

HOW MANY

BEFORE."

...

BOY

FRIENDS

HAS

GOT

ANYHOW???

PLEASE SIT UP STRAIGHT,
LEILA.

SHE

SHE

WANTS

HER IWR

LONGER!

~-RMy

DUPliCATE

DHOTOGQADH~R.

PRINTS

THE PHOTOGRAPHS
96
NEW

HUNTINGTON
LONDON,

TELEPHONE,

ST.
CON

.....

2·3383

MAY

OF

BE PURCHASED

STUDIO FOR $1.50

ANY

OF
ALL

IN TH IS BOOK
FROM

EACH.

THESE FRECKLES TO

COME OUT?????

THE

SEND IN

PAGE NUMBER WITH YOUR ORDER.

LOIS, IT'S ONLY ON
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
CAMPUS,

MR.

PERRY.

O-O-OH,
THAT

HOW

ME?

NICE,

IS

